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Students to 
receive grades 
by phone 
College to pilot phone service 
that will provide final marks 
Melissa Andersen 
ltha.can Contributor 
You use the phone to order a 
pizza, you use the phone to check in 
with mom and dad - now you can 
use the phone to get your grades. 
"I wouldn't mind find-
ing out my grades 
through the phone. In 
fact, it seems more 
convenient, " 
-Brian Barber '98 
BIRD'S-EYE VIEW 
Thursday, September 21, 1995 
Volume 63, Number 5 
24 pages 
Free 
Due to the downsizing and bud-
get cut~ on campus this year, many 
departments have been cutting costs 
and the Office of the Registrar is 
not exempt. The office is conduct-
ing a test that may change the way 
some students receive final grades 
at "the end of the spring semester, 
Registrar John Stanton said. 
presentation of a selected product 
will be offered, he said. 
The Ithacan/David Batt 
Ryan Jones '98 and Nicholas Nicholby '98 watch as a bird takes off across Muller Chapel Pond. 
Instead of obtaining grades 
through the mail, selected students 
and parents will be able to call a 
special 800 number to receive final 
grades. 
The College pays foronly a small 
part of the service in exchange for 
the advertising aimed at students. It 
will cut th~ estimated $15,000 cost 
of grade processing by almost half. 
This change, which will eliminate 
such costs as the price of paper and 
postage, putting it more in the 
$7 ,500-8,000 range, Stanton said. 
Printing changes proceed 
Some students confused as new rules take effect 
The estimated 400 underclass-
men that have been chosen to par-
ticipate in this test will first receive 
an 800 number, which can only be 
dialed from a touch-tone phone. 
They will also receive PIN num-
bers which they will dial in with 
their student ID numbers to hear 
their semester grades from an auto-
mated teller, Stanton said. 
The College has contracted the 
Voice FX Corporation to run the 
service, which is paid for by outside 
sponsors and advertisers, Stanton 
said. Before students hear their 
grade results, a one-minute sales 
"You will be getting more for 
your money, a better value for your 
· tuition dollar," Stanton said. 
Each participant will be asked to 
fill out a survey after the comple-
tion of the test. Results of the sur-
vey will be discussed in June 1996 
to decide whether this process will 
replace grade distribution through 
the mail. Even after students re-
ceive grades by phone they will still 
be able to obtain an official tran-
script from the Office, Stanton said. 
"I wouldn't mind finding out my 
grades through the phone. In fact, it 
seems more convenient," said Brian 
Barber '98. 
By Jennifer Battista 
Ithacan Contributor 
As the policy of charging for 
laser printing at Academic Com-
puting and Client Services went 
into effect on September 18,ahand-
ful of student<; who were unaware 
of the change found themselves in 
tough situations. 
With the new system, students 
must purchase a Novell account in 
order to access laser printing. 
Tracy Brady '96 works in the 
Friends I JO computer lab and noted 
that at first people weren't sure about 
what exactly the Novell accounts 
were or what purpose they served, 
but they are catching on. 
A Novell account costs $ JO for 
the semester or $20 for the fall, 
spring and summer semesters. Once 
it is activated, the account takes two 
to three business days to process. 
Being that the Novell account 
system went into effect on Mon-
day, students who had not yet got-
ten their accounts two or three days 
prior to that had to make due with 
dot matrix printers. 
Among students who use the 
computer labs, there is a range of 
awareness of Novell. Some student<; 
said they knew of the changes since 
the beginning of the semester and 
had activated their accounts in ad-
vance. 
Some learned of the change as 
the semester progressed, and acti-
vated their accounts closer to Sep-
tember 18. Others said they were 
completely unaware until they tried 
to print on the laser printer and 
learned that they needed to have an 
account. 
Matt Vigneau '99 handed in a 
paper late due to the change. He 
typed the paper and was ready to 
print when he learned he must have 
a Novell account to use the laser 
See LASER, next page 
Congressman visits College to address aid cuts 
By Heather Duncan 
Ithacan Staff 
"Balanci[!g the budget - do you do it by 
cutting your future?" asked Rep. Maurice 
Hinchey (D-N.Y.) on Friday. "That's in-
sane. It's madness. That's suicidal." 
Hinchey, of the Fifth Congressional 
Districct, spoke about the need for federal 
funding of edocation at a town meeting at 
Ithaca College. Hinchey said he understands 
·firsthand the possibilities provided by educa-
tion. Both he and President Clinton, whose 
Thursday speech at Southern Illinois U niver-
sity was played at the beginning of the meet-
ing, were the first in their families to go to 
college. 
Hinchey, who spoke at the meeting spcn-
sored by the Ithaca College Democrats, out-
lined the specifics of the Republican-pro-
posed federal budget cuts to education and 
what he ·believes -they would mean to the 
average colleM student. 
Studc"l!I ~~ local citizens of any political 
party ~invited to the meeting, although 
most who attended were students. 
'These cuts would be injurious 
in a gross way to the future of 
our country. It is unpatriotic. 
Patriotism could dictate to let 
us elevate our country to the 
highest point it can be. " 
-Rep. Maurice Hinchey (D-N.Y.) 
'The cuts begin at the very lowest level 
and speed all the way through the education 
system," Hinchey said. Eleven billion dollars 
in student loans will be cut, meaning that 5 
million college students and 700,000 gradu-
ate students will see their loans reduced by at 
least 50 percent, according to Hinchey. This 
would affect Pell Grants·as well as Stafford 
and Perkins Loans, he said. The proposals now being considered also 
include an increase in interest on loans and 
elimination of the grace period meant to 
allow graduates to find jobs before paying 
loans back. Hinchey said that federal work 
study is in jeopardy as well. 
See HINCHEY, next page 
. , The Ithacan/Patty String 
Rep. Maurice Hinchey speaks to an audience of Ithaca College students. 
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HINCHEY 
Continued from previous page 
Proposed· cuts endanger·· grants 
The House Republicans propose 
to eliminate Clinton's recently en-
' acted ptan of direct lending. Elimi-
nating the program, he said, will 
increase the budget deficit. 
Hinchey said the cuts will in-
crease student indebtedness by more 
than $2,000 for the average under-
graduate student. 
''These cuts would be injurious 
in a gross way to the future of our 
country," Hinchey said. "It is unpa-
triotic. Patriotism could dictate to 
let us elevate our country to the 
highest point it can be." 
Hinchey said he thinks the bud-
get cuts should come from other 
areas such as the defense and intel-
ligence budgeL'i, a rise in the price 
of federal mining and grazing rights 
and the elimination of tax cuts that 
benefit wealthy Americans. 
Hinchey advocates a kind of 
Education Bill of Rights similar to 
the G.I. Bill that would guarantee 
education to every capable young 
person in America, but he said he 
doesn't believe that such legisla-
tion would have a chance in Con-
gress right now. 
At the end of the meeting, audi-
ence members were encouraged to 
ask Hinchey questions, and he ad-
dressed minority concerns as well 
as questions about the recent Wel-
fare reform laws and Medicare and 
Medicaid. 
Hinchey said he believes cutting 
education will necessitate an in-
crease in spending for Welfare, since 
without an education, fewer people 
will be prepared to function in soci-
ety. 
"If I hadn 't gotten 
federal aid, I probably 
would have gone to a 
state school, if I was 
lucky." 
-Erin Moss '97 
to students here, Sass said he felt 
that Hinchey gave a politician's 
answer and that more could be done 
to incorporate students' input. 
Sass added, "Students feel 
they're being lied to. We don't feel 
like our leaders are being open to 
us." 
Hinchey said students can insti-
gate change by writing their Con-
gressmen now. 
''This is precisely the wrong pub-
lic policy for this moment," he said. 
"The value of higher education is 
more critically important than ever." 
Many students wonder what they 
can do about the problem. Sac;s said, 
"In college you're always taught 
about what's wrong, but not how to 
fix it." 
Many students present were 
worried about how the changes in 
educational support would affect 
them or other studentc;. 
Erin Moss '.97 said, "Ifl hadn't 
gotten federal aid, I probably would 
have gone to a state school, ifl was 
lucky." She and Valerie Trost '99 
pointed out how this would affect 
the College. 
"Nowadays whether or not you 
can get aid has a huge impact on 
which college you attend," Trost 
said. 
Sass deplored not only Congress' 
lack of support for education, but 
its iack of attention to domestic 
issues in general. 
By College Preas Service 
This month, the U.S. House of 
Representatives approved a bill to 
rcsuucturc the federal Pell Grant 
program and eliminate small grants 
for an estimated 250,000 college 
students. 
House Republicans said their 
plan will re-focus the program to 
provide for those students most in 
need offinancial aid. The bill would 
increase the maximum Pell Grant 
by $100 next year but terminate aid 
to less-needy students who do not 
qualify for grants of at least $600. 
Thecurrentminimumgrantis$400. 
"The committee believes that 
funding for these small grants, 
which support individuals with rela-
tively less need, should be better 
targeted to those students with rela-
tively greater financial need," said 
a report accompanying the bill, H.R. 
2127. 
The 50,000 students affected by 
the cut "will have ready .access to 
additional loans of$400-$600 nee: 
LASER 
Continued from previous page 
printer. At the time, a dot matrix 
printer was temporarily down, so 
. he was not able to coµiplete · his 
paper on time. "Personally I feel if 
we pay $24,000 to go to this institu-
tion, we should be allowed to print 
f~r free," Vigneau said. 
Katie Vogel '96 said she had a 
similar experience, but she was able 
to make due until her account went 
into effect. She recently transferred 
to Ithaca College from the Univer-
sity of Colorado at Boulder and she 
cssary to supplement their educa-
tion expenses," the report stated. 
The change will .address the needs 
oflower- income students more spe-
cifically, according to the report. 
Overall, the plan would cut total 
funding for Pell by $500 million 
next year. 
However, the maximum grant 
would increase from $2,340 to 
$2,440. 
A bitterly divided House ap-
proved the bill in early August by a 
voteof2 I 9 to 208, with most Demo-
crats opposing the measure. "This 
bill is simply a monster of ineq-
uity," said Rep. Vic Fazio (D-Ca-
lif.). 
The legislation would fund fed-
eral education, employment and 
human service programs. "One-half 
of the cuts in this bill are stolen 
from the single best investment we 
can make in our future - educa-
tion." 
Other Democrats charged that 
the cute; will fund tax breaks for 
business and the wealthy. 
noted that students there had free 
access to all printers. After hearing 
· of the cost here to use laser printers,• 
she_ added that she could probably 
get by with a regular printer, but she 
prefers laser printing. "Laser print-
ers are such high quality," she sai~. 
There have been a few students 
who came directly to ACCS with 
concerns about the Novell accounts, 
said Dave Weil, communications 
and training coordinator for ACCS. 
"As to be expected, many people 
wait until the last minute," Weil 
''These cuts far exceed what 
would be necessary to balance the 
budget," added Rep. David Obey 
(O-Wis.), senior Democrat on the 
committee that drafted the mea-
sure. 
Critics say the bill, if enacted as 
law, would mean cuts of $4 billion 
in federal education spending next 
year. 
President Clinton vowed to veto 
the measure shortly after it cleared 
the House: "What is being done to 
the college programs and the job 
training program is simply unac-
ceptable," he said. 
Cuts in job-training programs 
include tennination of an $800 mil-
lion program offering summer em-
ployment to at-risk youth. 
Though the bill does increase 
the maximum Pell Grant. House 
Republicans fell short of Clinton's 
own goals for the program in 1996. 
Earlier this year, he proposed a 
maximumof$2,620 in I 996 to make 
·. up for past cuts in the maximum 
grant. 
said, noting these people were in 
the minority. Weil added that-most 
-students were aware of the change 
and activated their accounts before-
. hand. 
Weil said the campus commu-
nity should be informed of the 
change. He noted that' signs. were 
posted prior to the beginning of the 
semester to notify people, there 
was an article in the "Welcome 
Back" edition of Tlµ! Ithacan and 
consultants have IJeen infonning 
students and facuttf alik_e. 
Hinchey said minorities and 
lower income people were being 
targeted by this legislation.He re-
minded them, ''This is a battle." 
Rashaand Sass '97, who attended 
as a representative of the African-
Latino Society, later agreed. 
But although he appreciated the 
Congressman's interest in talking 
"We need to look at internal 
problems before we reach out to 
everyone else. You can't really talk 
about how dirty someone else's 
house is when your own is just as 
dirty," Sass said. 
Briefly 
WE£eOME rJi'lCK 
spEeg,4£s1 
within 
walking distance 
to J.C. 
Hair Design and Tanning 
at Rogan's Corner 
277-8267_ and plenty of free parking! 
Please bring in coupon. Specials expire October 1st. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • • 
• 1 month • • 
: unlimited tanning : $5.00 OFF : 
: $35.00 single bed : Highlighting : 
: $45.00 triple bed : : 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EVENTS 
·• There ·wm be a non-denomi-
national Zen meditation session 
in Muller Chapel every Thurs-
day from 11 a.m.-noon. 
• The American Red Cross will 
hold a blood drive at the Henry 
Saint John Building Gym at 301 
S. Geneva St. from 1- 5:30 p.m. 
on Thursday Sept. 21. 
• Randie Blooding will perfonn 
a faculty voice recital at 8: 15 
p.m. in the Ford Hall auditorium 
o_n Thursday, Sept. 21. 
• JoDee Davis will perform a 
BIG 
AL'S 
STORE HOURS: 
Monday - Thursday: 6 a.m. to Midnight 
Friday & Saturday: 6 a.m. lo I a.m. 
·PIZZA~ 
Sunday: 8 a.m. to Midnight 
FREE DELIVERY: 
Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m. to Midnight 
272-3448 Friday: 11 am. to I am. Sa~y: Noon to 1 am. 
1103.DANBY RD . 
.. 
Sunday: Noon to Midnight 
guest trombone recital at 8:15 
p.m. in the Ford Hall auditorium 
on Friday, Sept. 22. 
J-iall auditorium on Saturday, 
/Sept. 23. There will be a 
/graduate voice lecture and 
/ recital by Elissa Quinn at 7 p.m. 
/ in the Nabenhauer Recital 
/ Room and Kristen-Jensen will 
' pl9.y a senior violin recital at 
/ 8:15 p.m. in the Ford Hall 
• The sexuality and gender 
educators will have an organiza-
tional meeting in Klingenstein 
Lounge on Saturday, Sept. 23, 
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. i auditorium. 
I 
• On Saturday, Sept. 23, Yvonne/' 
Schwinge will perfonn a junior , 
bassoon recital at 1 p.m. in the i 
Nabenhauer Recital Room of Ford 
Hall. Brooks Kranich will perform 
a junior voice recital at 3 p.m. 
• Bryan Doughty will play a senior 
tuba recital at 4 p.m. in the Ford 
CORRECTIONS 
• It is The lthacan's policy to 
report all errors of fact. To 
report corrections, contact news 
editors Mamie Eisenstadt or 
Bridget Kelly at 269 Park Hall or 
call 274-3207. 
We deliver the fastest and darkest tan possible in Ithaca! 
Sun Tan Studio 
272-5598 
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SGA to survey students UAW will not contest 
Board to solicit input regarding presidential search Union to drop objections to workers' vote 
By Edward Alessi 
Ithacan Contributor 
The Executive Board of the Stu-
dent Government Association has 
decided to give students a voice in 
choosing a successor for President 
James J_ Whalen_ At its Tuesday 
night meeting, the Board decided to 
send out a survey on the issue_ 
"We would like to go to the 
Board of Trustees and tell them 
what we want in a president. They 
have to listen to us or else they will 
lose students. We are the reason 
that this school exists," said Evonne 
Brent '97, vice president of aca-
demic.s. 
The issue of where questions 
should come from caused some 
heated debate. The Executive Board 
originally decided that Congress 
would design the questions, but 
Congress disagreed. 
Congress wanted the questions 
for the survey to come from student 
input. 
In the final vote, 20 Congress 
members were in favor of having 
"As much as we do 
here in the SGA, the 
administration and 
trustees will never listen 
to students until the 
student government 
displays that they are 
legitimate authority on 
campus." 
- Mitch Palmer '97 
the students' input on the survey, 3 
were opposed and 2 were unde-
cided. 
The issue was then tabled, but 
this did not stop some of the execu-
tive board members from returning 
to it. Members said they felt the 
survey needed immediate attention 
and student input would slow the 
process. 
"If we did not feel that the sur-
vey had to be done as soon as pos-
sible, that there wasn't an urgency. 
we would not have discussed the 
matter again," said Yecenia Villar 
'96. 
The final decision gave the Board 
permission to develop survey ques-
tions. 
Some Congress members said 
they did not believe that a survey 
would make a difference. 
"As much ac; we do here in the 
SGA, the administration and trust-
ees will never listen to students 
until the student government dis-
plays that they are legitimate au-
thority on campus," said Mitch 
Palmer'97. 
Another issue discussed during 
the meeting involved having an 
SGA page on the World Wide Web. 
The page would contain minutes of 
the meetings and advertise upcom-
ing events. 
There is also a chance that stu-
dent'> may be able to buy and sell 
books through the page. 'The World 
Wide page will basically cut the 
prices of books which will, in the 
end, help the students,"said Eric 
Sagalyn '97. 
By Bridget Kelly 
Ithacan News Editor 
The United Auto Workers 
Local 2300 will not contest last 
week's union election in which 
Ithaca College dining services 
employees voted against union-
ization. 
UAW President Al Davidoff 
said the process of filing objec-
tions is a long one and the work-
ers would be better off to wait 
and see what happens in the next 
year. 
If an employer commits an 
illegal act, the labor board can 
issue a new election, Davidoff 
said. He said in this case the 
illegal act would be the alleged 
intimidation of workers prior to 
the vote_ 
Davidoff said the process 
would be a lengthy one and is not 
a logical choice at this time. 
'The workers have a right to 
a new election in 12 months any-
way," he said. 
"DAKA made a lot 
of promises. If DAKA 
delivers on their 
promises the workers 
will see their efforts 
pay off. If not, they 
will get a new elec-
tion." 
- Al Davidoff, United 
Auto Workers President 
"DAKA made a lot of prom-
ises," he said. "If DAKA deliv-
ers on their promises the work-
ers will see their efforts pay off. 
If not, they will get a new elec-
tion." 
Davidoff said it makes more 
sense to avoid contesting the 
vote, which would create ten-
sion between the workers and 
the employers. 
"Many of the workers say 
they want to wait and talk and 
see what DAKA does," he said. 
Sniffles, sneezes, and sinus aches 
Health center provides tips to help students during this year's cold season 
By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
Stuffy nose, runny nose, sore 
throat, cough, headache, low grade 
fever. Do any of these sound famil-
iar? Anyone experiencing these 
symptoms may be suffering from 
the common cold. 
"I think it does start when stu-
dents get back to college because 
they're under stress," said Wendy 
Robert'ion,M.D., staff physician at 
the Hammond Health Center. "It's 
a good time to develop colds." 
Although people get colds 
throughout the year, they occur 
more frequently between the fall 
and late wi.flter seasons, Robertson 
said. · 
Colds are caused by various dif-
ferent viruses passed from person 
to pcr1,on. Some common ways of 
transferring the virus include sneez-
ing and sharing cups or eating uten-
sils. 
colds, Robertson advises resting, 
drinking plenty of fluids, using a 
cough syrup to curtail coughing and 
gargling'with salt water and suck-
ing on hard candies or throat drops 
to soothe the sore throat. 
Generally cold symptoms last 
fora period of5 to 7 days and can be 
treated with over-the-counter medi-
cations such as Tylenol, Advil and 
decongestants such as Sudafed, 
Robertson said. 
Over-the-counter remedies are 
not suitable for all colds, though. 
Because the possibility 0f compli-
cations such as bacterial infections 
exist, students whose colds are ac-
companied by prolonged sore 
throats, bad headaches, car pam. 
severe coughs or shortness of breath 
should visit the Health Center to be 
treated by a physician. 
"When people come in with cold 
symptoms I try to make sure there 
are no complications of a cold that 
might require antibiotic treatment." 
Robertson said. 
I• 
"Anywhere like classrooms and 
dorms where many people are gath-
ered together indoors is a good en-
vironment for passing colds 
around," Robertson said. 
If students are suffering from 
"Antibiotics are not effective 
against viruses, so no antibiotics 
will help with a common cold, un-
less there are bacterial infections 
involved" she added. 
Ithacan photo illustration J Ryan Beiler 
D:J. Cash '98 blow~ his nose into a cloth handkerchief - a re-usable earth-friendly alternative to 
disposable paper tissues. 
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blue banners on city buses means free for students every sat-
urday 1n sept.ember / grab a coupon book on the bus and errjoy 
DOWNTOWN 
l:THACA 
Coming to campus this f4all: 
The Library: 
1heTour. 
Featuring: 
The Online Catalog 
The Web, Internet Resources 
CD-ROMS and even books. 
Locate yester ay's telecommunications bill to ay. 
MAP OUT A TRIP FROM ITHACA TO FORT LAUDERDALE. 
Read 23 articles on treatments of AIDS without turning a page. 
See a human body virtually sliced to the bone. 
Learn how you can use the Library-without leavin your office. 
Faculty, Staff, Students, Grad Students, and 
Administrators are all welcome. 
Tours begin at the Reference Desk 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12: 10, Wednesdays at 3:00 
September 26, 27, 28 & October 3, 4, 5. 
4 The Ithacan 
Called 
to·be 
Catholic? 
If you're interested in learning more about 
Catholicism or in becoming Catholic, 
please contact Gloria 
@ 274-1117 for information on the RCIA 
program, sponsored by the 
I.C. Catholic Community. 
We Have The Lowest Student Fares! 
SEATI1.E 
LOS ANGELES 
TAMPA 
CHICAGO 
$184 
184 
215 
100 
MIAMI 
"tOLVMBUS 
ORLANDO 
SAN FRANCISCO 
$215 
75 
215 
184 
Fares are SllJDENT fares, from New York, each way 
ba~ed on a round trip purchase. Jnternauonal Stu-
dent ID may be required Taxes & ~urcharges are 
NOT mduded Fares may change without notice 
iiilikiliiiliii•l1iiii'ii\fJijiitiif'&i· 
.. (i .. •i .. O ..,$ ... lii....:171:::...:.,..::::.·a.:....::ve:.::.../ _____ _ 
CIEE: Council on International 
Educational Exchange 
Internet: http:/ /www.ciee.org/cL~/ctshome.htm 
1-800~2-COUNCIL 
1-800-226-8624 
Career Fair 
September 27, 1995 
OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker~\1, is 
~ooking for motivated people to establish .i cureer 
m the stock brnkerage busines~ 
OLDE offers: 
4-12 month paid training program 
Potential six-figure income 
Excellent benefits 
If you possess excellent communication skills, gen-
eral market knowledge and the desire to excel, see 
us at the Career Fair on September 27, 1995. 
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call: 
1800 937-0606 
or send resume to: 
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers 
National Recruiting 
751 Griswold Street 
Detroit, MI 48226 
An Equal Opportunity Emplpyer , 
-- \ 
AOLDE 
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS 
Member~EandSIPC 
September 21, 1995 
Learning environment 
affected by classroom size 
By Kelley Bloomfield 
Ithacan Contributor 
At the beginning of each semes-
ter a handful of professors find them-
selves teaching in rooms they feel 
are inadequate. 
Small and cluttered rooms are 
reasons professors give for request-
ing room changes, said Lola Snow, 
secretary and room scheduling co-
ordinator in the Registrar's office. 
"Ninety percent of the time pro-
fessors want to change rooms be-
cause of blackboard space, fixed or 
moveable seating or lighting, but 
not usually from the size of the 
room," Snow said. 
According to Snow, professors 
who want to change rooms can call 
and request a change. If another 
room is available they can use it. 
"This year about half a dozen 
professors have requested room 
changes, but that is not more than 
previous years," Snow said. 
Before the semester begins pro-
fessors can request certain rooms 
through their dean. The Registrar's 
office does its best to accommodate 
them, Snow said. 
The size and atmosphere of a 
classroom has an impact on teach-
ing effectively, said Anne Rodda, 
associate professor of German. 
"Classes require constant inter-
action and in rooms with rows and 
"Classes require constant interaction and in 
rooms with rows and cluttered furniture teaching 
is not effective, " 
cluttered furniture, teaching is 'not 
effective," Rodda said. 
Rodda was originally scheduled 
to teach two German culture classes 
back-to-back in Friends 202. She 
requested room changes for both 
classes. 
A room change was important 
because there was a lack of space to 
move around, insufficient air con-
ditioning and cluttered furniture, 
Rodda said. 
She said the lack of air condi-
tioning had an ill effect after two 
and a half hours in the room. She 
also said it was hard to be animated 
and move around a lot. 
"The room was jammed full of 
chairs and the teacher was forced to 
be in the front of the room with no 
way to move around and little black-
board space," Rodda said. 
Ron Denson, instructor of writ-
ing, teaches a class in 209 Williams 
hall this semester. He said his classes 
require collaborative work in small 
groups and the size of the room 
makes this difficult. 
-- Anne Rodda, 
associate professor 
of German 
Withthesizeofcla,.sesincreased 
to 20 students, seeing faces and 
moving into a circle where no one is 
staring at the back of someone else 
is hard, Denson said. 
"It seems we are at what is close 
to maximum capacity for a benefi-
cial classroom experience; an in-
crease in students in the room would 
not be welcome," Denson said. 
The lack of good ventilation and 
windows in the smaller rooms make 
it harder to teach effectively, Denson 
said. 
The rooms do not just affect the 
professors but students as well. 
Jenna Levitt '97 said she had a 
class in one of the smaller rooms in 
Williams Hall but the class size was 
small. She said if there were more 
people in the class it would have 
become claustrophobic. 
Levitt added that the lack of win-
dows and ventilation affected the 
students' concentration. 
"l felt like I was going to suffo-
cate," said Jackie Young '98, of the 
closet-size classroom she was in. 
College conservation 
Academic institutions focus on saving resources 
By Marnie Eisenstadt 
Ithacan News Editor 
As the conservation movement 
has shifted from the fringes to the 
mainstream over the years, an in-
creasing numberofinstitutions have 
joined the ranks of those trying to 
save resources, whether it be gar-
bage, water or energy . 
Colleges and universities have 
joined this trend, and not a moment 
too soon, according to some ex-
perts. "People consume goods at an 
incredibly high rate," said Allen 
Lowcndcr, a chemical engineer and 
Greenpeace activist "Schools arc 
some of the worst examples." 
Lowender said schoob need to cut 
back their consumption lcveb in 
general. 
Waste reduction can be a~ sunple 
as ~tudent, turning in assignments 
on disk or using theirown glasses in 
the dining hall. ''By getting rid of a 
lot of what you use, you can't help 
but reduce your garbage," 
Lowender said. 
Ithaca College has done this by 
recycling and instituting a 
composting program, said Rick 
Couture, superintendent for auxil-
iary and custodial services. 
The College has a comprehen-
sive recycling program, he said. 
Last year, the College recycled 170 
tons of paper, 15-20 tons of glass, 
10 tons of metal and 40 tons of 
cardboard. 
The College composts as well, 
turning 120 tons of food per year 
into mulch. 
"We take the waste, run it 
through the grinder and the mixer 
and then let it sit for six weeks," 
Couture said. Then the composted 
material is used in landscaping on 
the College grounds. 
Bates College in Maine goes 
aboutcompostingalittledifferently, 
said Bob Volpi, director of dining 
WATCHING YOUR WASTE 
• Share information electroni-
cally instead of on paper 
• Edit and proof documents 
on-screen before printing 
• Eliminate title pages 
• Make double-sided copies 
when possible 
• Shrink the image or informa-
tion to fit on one page 
• Repair broken material 
instead of purchasing new 
goods 
• Use electronic mail when 
possible 
hall services. Food service employ-
ees gather scraps of food up at the 
end of each day and send them to a 
local farmer, who then adds them to 
the farm's compost heap. "In one 
year, we shipped more than 100,000 
pounds of scraps to the farmer," 
Volpi said. "Instead of throwing 
out the extra pieces from the veg-
etables and fruits we cut up,_ we're 
giving them back to the earth." 
Composting is not the only way 
to reduce waste, however. Many 
schools use water and electricity 
saving devices. "We use a water 
saver shower head,'' said Fred 
Vanderburgh, superintendant for 
maintenance and grounds. All 
Ithaca College residence halls and 
the Garden Apartment" have the 
heads, he said, which cut water us-
ag~ by at least 50 percent. The Col-
lege has also changed light fixtures 
in many buildings on campus from 
40-watt bulbs to 8-watt bulbs. 
This was done by changing the 
ballast, which provides the initial 
energy to fire up a bulb, from stan-
dard to electrical. This is cheaper 
• Post announcements on 
bulletin boards 
• Use a glass or mug for 
beverages instead of paper or 
plastic 
• Buy energy-efficien~ lightbulbs-, 
• Buy reusable items, such as 
refillable pens and rechargeable 
batteries 
• Repair broken material 
instead of purchasing new 
goods 
Information courtesy of CPS 
and more efficient, Vanderburgh 
said. "We try to save on utilities a~ 
much as possible," he added. 
Duke University also instituted 
an interesting waste-saving policy. 
The School of Business has de-
cided not to distribute memos to 
student<; and faculty members for 
every announcemen·t. Instead, 
memos are posted on centrally lo-
cated bulletin boards. 
Concerned students at St. 
Lawrence University in Canton, 
N.Y., have set up a conservation-
oriented living center. The Low 
Impact Living Greenhouse has en-
ergy efficient lighting and appli-
ances, low-flow showers and fau-
cets, desks made from recycled milk 
cartons and plastic lumber made 
from rccyfled soda bottles. 
"We .do everything w~ can to 
save energy," said Keith Krejci '97. 
who coordinates the house. The 
thermostat at the house is kept at 60 
degrees, he added. Winter visitors 
are advised to bring extra sweaters. 
The College Press Service Co111rib-
uted to this article 
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The Ithacan/Tim Alefantis 
Ryan Bartle plays a littl hackey sack while enjoying the 
weather Tue day. · 
itECYCLE Please recycle this Ithacan. 
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Humor aids educational process 
By Mamie Eisenstadt 
Ithacan News Editor 
What do chalk, books, red pens 
and humor have in common? They 
are all tools of education. 
"A kid I knew sat in a van at a 
church youth group meeting and 
ate so much pizza that he threw up 
all over the van," said Joe 
Walenciak, an economics profes-
sor at John Brown University, as 
the class laughed. "He was defi-
nitely satiated with pizza. So, more 
is not always better." Then 
Walenciak launched into his expla-
nation of the utility theory, incor-
porating the boy's humorous expe-
rience throughout. 
Walenciak is one of many pro-
fessors who believe humor is an 
indispensable asset when it comes 
to education. 
Randy McKee, assistant profes-
sor of physics at Ithaca College, 
said he uses humor to loosen up the 
classroom atmosphere. 
"I try very badly now and then 
with varying degrees of success," 
McKee said. When people are re-
laxed, they learn better, he said. 
Carter Evans '98 said he tliinks 
humor facilitates the learning pro-
cess. "It lightens things up, makes it 
easier to learn," he said." A teacher 
you can joke with is a great teacher." 
The funniest professors are not in-
tentionally humorous, he added. 
Chris Curran, a biology lecturer 
at the Univeristy of Cincinnati's 
Evening College, said humor helps 
with student focus. "That might 
sound paradoxical, but busy stu-
dents often get a bit droopy-eyed no 
matter how dynamic a presentation 
is," he said. 
Rev. John Naus, a Marquette 
Univeristy philosophy professor, 
wears a clown suit and requires 
three students to st.µtd up and tell 
jokes each day. "It wakes them up 
and then we go onto the heavier 
stuff," he said. 
Although humor is a useful tool 
for some in the classroom, it cannot 
be taught, said Mary Ellen Finch, 
dean of the School of Education at 
Maryville University in St. Louis. 
"It's something that comes with 
personality," she said. "Some 
people can't pull it off. For others, 
it comes naturally. It's who they 
are." 
The College Press Service contrib-
uted to this article. 
Peace Corps to recruit students 
Interested applicants can attend series of presentations 
By Amy Desson 
Ithacan Staff 
Members of the Peace Corps 
will be in the Campus Center 
Thursday, Sept. 21, recruiting 
students who are interested in 
spending two years abroad in a 
service career after graduation. 
"Now is really one of the best 
times to be applying to the corps. 
Basically that is because they 
have somewhat of a new focus, 
in the sense that they' re recruit-
ing students with a liberal arts 
background," said Lenore 
DePaoli, employer relations co-
ordinator for the Office of Career 
Planning and Placement. "They're 
also recruiting hundreds of new 
v-0lunteers to spend two years over-
seas working as English teachers, 
business specialists, public health 
workers and forestry engineers." 
In all, the corps offers 59 differ-
ent types of positions. Last year at 
least three graduates of the College 
entered the corps. One is currently 
working in business and consult-
ing, another with children and their 
nutritional needs and the third 
teaching English to school-age chil-
dren. 
This is not the first year the 
corps is seeking IC graduates. 
A large turnout during the 
corps' first recruitment attempt 
during the Fall '94 semester 
prompted the group to return to 
Ithaca again this fall, DePaoli 
said. 
"The reason the Peace Corps 
is coming back for this event is 
based on the success that they 
had last year," DePaoli said. 
Representatives will be in 
the Campus Center from I 0 
a.m.-2p.m. and in the 
Klingenstein lounge from 4-5 
p.m. There will also be an 
evening session from 7-9 p.m. 
~ Saturday, September 23 -
An Evening at the Club 
A la carte menu featuring Brie and 
smoked ham in a puff pastry, 
curried chicken almond croostades, 
met mignon.with bearnaise sauce, 
grilled salmon with 
saffron cream, and f ettucoine alla roman a. 
For Reservations, 
call 27 4-3393. ti 
TOWER 
CLUB 
AT ITHACA 
COLLECE 
I.C. Model United Nations Team 
WANTS YOU! 
Organizational Meeting 
Wednesday, Sept.27, 7:30 p.m. 
Williams 221 
For more information 
Call Marty Brownstein 
274-3544 
6 The Ithacan 
Students warned 
against rabies threat 
By Jonathan Whitbourne 
Ithacan Managing Editor 
The Office of Campus Safety 
is taking precautionary measures 
against the possible spread of 
rabies. 
Officers are searching for a 
small black dog that bit a stu-
dent, who was playing with the 
canine outside the Park School 
of Communications Tuesday 
afternoon. 
Campus Safety and Health 
Service~ are requesting any in-
formation about the dog's owner 
or veterinary history, in order to 
verify that the dog has been vac-
cinated for rabies. 
possess the following charac-
teristics: 
• nervousness 
• aggressiveness 
• excessive drooling and foam-
ing at the mouth 
• abnormal behavior such as 
wild animals losing their fear of 
human contact, or nocturnal ani-
mals becoming active during the 
daytime. 
If afflicted with rabies, one 
may suffer from throat convul-
sions, fever, hyperventilation or 
muscle spasms, the New York 
Department of Health said. 
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PLAYFUL ·POSE 
If the dog 1s not identified in 
the next couple of days, the stu-
dent will have to receive the 
rabies vaccination, which in-
cludes numerous shots to the 
solar plexus. 
When a person is bitten or 
seriously scratched by any ani-
mal, doctors advise washing the 
wound thoroughly with soap and 
water and contacting the local 
health department immediately. 
If an ammal is suspected of 
having rabies, authorities en-
courage people to notify the lo-
cal animal warden or health de-
partment so that the animal can 
be captured properly. 
The Ithacan/Scott McDermott 
Comedian Rock Reuben assuming the position one Is In while riding a Kawasaki Ninja 
motorcycle, during his show in the pub on Thursday, Sept.14. 
According to the State De-
partment of Health in Lansing, 
Mich., animals with rabies often SAVE A TREE - RECVCLE @I 
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RECENTLY; 
MORNINGSTAR CAT,T,ED 
US CHEAP. 
ITS NOT EVERYDAY 
YOU GET A COlVIPLIMENT 
LII<ETHAT. 
All financial companies charge operating fees and expenses - some more than others. Of 
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. 
That way more of your money goes where it should 
- towards building a comfortable future. 
We make low expenses a high priority. 
Because of our size an<l our exclusive focus on 
serving the needs of educational an<l research 
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the 
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds 
industries. 1 
In fact, Morningstar, Inc. - one of the nation's 
leading sources of variable annuity and mutual fund 
information - says, "Size isn't a constraint; 
it ... enables CREF to realize a remarkable economy of 
scale."2 According to Morningstar's data, CREF's 
"minuscule" 0.31% average fund expense charge was 
les~ than half that charged by comparable funds. 3 
J'IAA's traditional annuity also charges no fees 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it."" 
aside from a very modest operating expense of l/4 of 
l % of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are 
reported after all operating costs have been deducted. 
Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's costs "exceptionally 
low."4 
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider 
when you make an investment decision. While we're 
committed to keeping our expenses down, we spare 
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment 
choices, financial expertise, and personal service. 
Because that can make a difference in the long run, 
too. 
TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit. 
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to 
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement 
company. If you'd like to see how our·approach can 
help keep more of your money working for you, call 
us at l 800 842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. ET, 
weekdays). We'd consider it a compliment. 
I Stan'JarJ d Poor• /n,urana Rat1n.9 Anal)l,lu, 1995: Lipper Analyucal &:rv,ces, Inc , [.,,ppcr-Dirrctor, Analyt,ca[ Data, 1995 (Quarterly). 2. Source: Morning.tar, Variahl, Annwlillllifo 41 
12/95 3 Of the 2,358 varial,le annuity fund. tnckccl by Morningstar. the average fund haa annual expenses of0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24%. Source: Momingsur, Inc., 
for periodaending July 31. 1995. 4. St,v,JarJ d p,_; INlUtlna Ralin.9 An,,jy.i,. I 995. 
TIAA-CREF expenses are subject 10 change and a.re not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and its returns are not guaranteed. n. value of your invt:stment 
can go_op or down, no matter what expense levels are, CREF certificates are d,stnbutccl by TIAA-CREF lndivulual and Institutional Services. For more complete informauon, 
1ndud111g charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2773, extension 5509, for a prospectus. Rca.d the prmpcctu• carefully before you invest or send money. D.ate of fint use: 7/95. 
~ ~,... . 
Rogan's 
Corner 
273-6006 
DELIVERY HOURS Ji 
11 :30AM-2AM 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK , . ~ 
r-------, 1-Medium Pilla 1 
w/ one topping I 
2 16-oz. sodas I 
. I $5.5Dtax Included I 
_,9~~ ~lr!!,9~0~ .J 
-------, 1 Large Pilla 1 
w/ one topping I 
2 16-oz. sodas : 
S8.50tax Included I 
_c~~ ~I~ 9.f2P~ .J 
-------, 1 Medium Pilla 1 
12 chicken wings I 
2 16-oz. sodas : 
88.50 tax Included I 
_c~~ ~i~ 9.f2?~ ..I 
-------, 
2 Medium Pizzas 1 
4 16-oz. sodas I 
I $8,85tax Included I 
~~~ E_!Elr~ 9[!:~ .J 
-------, 2 Large Pizzas 1 
: 4 16-oz. sodas : 
,f,]4.115 tax lncludedl 
'...,.C~~ ~lr~9,Ep~ .J 
.-------, 
.·1 large Pilla 1 
12 chicken wings I 
; 4 16-oz. sodas I 
- . I $1450 tax Included I 
L ~~~ E,2r~ 9~!J! .J 
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Internet 
addicts 
By College Press Service 
While students and administra-
tors continue to debate the philo-
sophical merits of a 'wired' cam-
pus, many students have already 
learned about some drawbacks to 
the information explosion. 
For some students, computer-
use can become habit forming. 
"It's an addiction," Paul 
Logemann told the Daily Nebras-
kan last fall. 
The NU sophomore said his 
grades suffered after he began 
spending more than four hours a 
day online. 
Psychologist Kimberly Young 
has seen dozens of people who can't 
shake their obsession with 
cyberspace at her Center for Online 
Addiction in Pennsylvania. 
"These are people that don't go 
to class, don't go to work and don't 
go to sleep because they are ad-
dicted to their computers," Young 
said. 
"They need to be online all the 
time." 
Young says she is currently 
working with her patients to help 
them cope with their addiction. 
Carl Nylec, a junior at the·Uni-
versity of Illinois, said he sees the 
benefits of using his computer when 
it comes to surfing the Internet 
for information, but he no longer 
places the emphasis on it that he 
once did. 
Nylec admits he -;till asks around 
for electronic input from his class-
mates, "but it's just to compare 
notes. 
CAMPUS SAFETY LOG . 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the 
Ithaca College Office of Public Infor-
mation, based solely on reports from 
the Office of Campus Safety. 
Anyone with any information re-
garding these entries is encouraged 
to contact the Office of Campus 
Safety. Unless otherwise specified, 
all reported incidents remain under 
investigation. 
Friday, September 8 
• The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to Terrace 12 for a fire alarm. 
The cause of the alarm was deter-
mined to be a smoke detector acti-
vated by steam from a clothes dryer. 
Saturday, September 9 
• A student was Issued an appear-
ance ticket for the Town of Ithaca 
Court after possessing an alcoholic 
beverage while under the age of 21. 
• A student was referred judicially for 
possessing marijuana and drug para-
phernalia within a residence hall area. 
• A student reportod receiving ha-
rassing/annoying telephone calls on 
their residence hall room phone. 
• A student reported solicitors at-
tempting to sell jewelry within a resi-
dence hall. The solicitors were not 
located. 
• A student reported that an ID Ex-
press card was taken from their cloth· 
ing while the clothing was in the 2nd 
floor Eastman Hall laundry room. Theft 
occurred sometime between 2 p.m. 
and 6 p.m. 
• A student reported receiving a flyer 
advertising an off campus party. The 
flyer had been placed under the 
student's door in a residence hall. 
• A student was referred judicially for 
failure to comply with College officials 
and for violation of the alcohol policy 
after being found in possession of a 
quarter keg of beer within a residence 
hall room. 
Sunday, September 10 
• A student was located in a parking lot 
in an intoxicated condition. The student 
was transported to the Health Center 
and then to Tompkins Community Hos-
pital by Bangs Ambulance. The student 
was referred judicially for the incident. 
• The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to Terrace 10 for a fire alarm. The cause 
of the alarm was determined to be an 
activated smoke detector in the kitchen. 
• A student was referred judicially for 
possessing a sign which was brought on 
to campus from an off-campus location. 
• Officers investigated accidental prop-
erty damage which occurred to the lawn 
at the Main Entrance and Gym Road 
intersection. 
• Officers investigated a two-car acci-
dent in upper R lot. 
• A dining hall employee reported that 
Reebok sneakers were taken from the 
men's locker room in the Egbert Dining 
Hall sometime between 8 a.m. and 2 
p.m. this date. 
• A student reported being harassed by 
telephone within a residence hall room. 
• A student reported that their 21 speed 
GT mountain bike was stolen from Ter-
race 9 sometime between 1 :30 a.m. and 
12:30 p.m. this date. A steel cable com-
bination lock which secured the bike 
was also stolen. 
• A staff member reported the theft of 
six parking signs ,and poles from the 
west end of E lot. The signs were recov-
ered on September 11 after a staff mem-
ber reported seeing them in the reflect-
ing pool by Dillingham Center. 
• A student reported receiving harass-
ing/annoying telephone calls on their 
residence hall room phone. 
Monday, September 11 
• A student reported receiving harass-
ing/annoying telephone calls on a resi-
dence hall room phone. 
• A staff member reported a suspicious 
male who appeared to be loitering in the 
staff locker room of Hill Center at ap-
proximately 7 a.m. this date. 
• A student reported that the sott top of 
a vehicle was removed on September 7 
and September 11. After items were 
removed, unknown persons placed the 
items under the vehicle, which was 
parked in M lot. 
• A student reported receiving a harass-
ing written message on a residence hall 
room door. 
• A staff member reported malicious 
damage to a smoke detector located on 
the second floor of Lyon Hall near room 
218. It is unknown how the damage 
occurred. 
Tuesday, September 12 
•Officers assisted the Tompkins County 
Sheriff's Department with the investiga-
tion of a motor vehicle accident which 
occurred on Rt. 96B at the main en-
trance to the College. One person in-
jured in the accident was transported to 
Tompkins Community Hospital by Bangs 
Ambulance. 
• Officers responded to the Egbert Din-
ing Hall to assist a staff member who had 
fallen, possibly aggravating a previous 
The Ithacan 7 
injury. No medical assistance was 
requested at the scene. 
• Officers investigated a two-car ac-
cident in E lot. 
Wednesday, September 13 
• A staff member reported that an 
oven had been left on in the second 
floor kitchen of Hilliard Hall. 
• Two students were referred judi-
cially after being located on campus 
in an intoxicated condition. One ofthe 
students was transported lo the Health 
Center for treatment. 
Thursday, September 14 
• A student was transported to 
Tompkins Community Hospital by 
Bang's Ambulance from a residence 
hall after the student was located in 
an intoxicated condition. The student 
was referred judicially in connection 
with the incident. 
• A staff member reported receiving 
a harassing/annoying telephone call 
on an office phone. 
• A staff member reported a male 
subject attempted to remove a couch 
from the 4th floor lounge of the East 
Tower. 
• A student reported a harassing 
situation which occurred off campus. 
• A student was transported to the 
Health Center from a residence hall 
after suffering a knee injury while 
playing volleyball. 
• A student reported receiving a ha-
rassing written message on a resi-
dence hall room door. 
• A staff member reported seeing 
flyers for an off-campus party being 
distributed within a residence hall. 
BEi I ER THAN fi 
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273-9725 
SHABBAT SCHEDULE AS USUAL 
--.C>&lBE EK' A ff~ A lBE 
Sunday evening 9/24 -Tuesday 9/26 
Schedule of seIVices: 
Sunday 9/24 -6:45 pm Muller Chapel 
Monday 9/25 -10 am -.1 pm 
COl(SERVATIVE in Muller Chapel 
REFORM in Emerson Suites ·A• 
6:30 SPECIAL SHOF AR BLOWING 
7 pm Eve~g.Seni(e 
Tuesdal,9/26: -10 am -1 pm in Muller Chapel only! 
" . 
LEI I ER HOME ••• 
A subscription to The 
Ithacan is the 
pert ect way to let 
parents and friends 
know what's 
happening around 
campus. So send a 
subscription now to 
parents or out-of-town 
friends.Only $25 per 
semester, $43 per y·ear 
The ITHACAN 
The Newspaper For The Ithaca College Community 
269 Park Hall a Telephone 274-3207 a Fax 274-1565 
QUOTE OF 
THE WEEK 
"Mashings cool. Its 
like the stage-diving, 
the self-gratification 
stuff that kind of bums 
us out sometimes. It 
feels like almost an 
insult to the music. " 
-Johnny Vegas, 
Bosstones band member 
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Dear President James J. Whalen, 
• The Ithacan 
Thursday, September 21, !995 
PageB 
Although the College community is currently enga~ed in ta)k about 
your successor, it is essential for you to do the most with your time left 
at this College. 
THE ITHACAN'S VIEW 
• Toe issue of the College's development office is an old one. Of 
course the College's endowment grew in the 1980s, but the endowment 
is still nowhere near the amount other competitive schools raise. 
Despite praise from the Board of Tr~stees, the Offic~ of Development 
has not adequately faced the financial challenges this College has 
encountered. New direction must be established. 
Anyone who announces his or her retirement as early as you did is 
in danger of becoming a lame duck - allowing the last mome~ts of a 
job to become less constructive than previous ye~r's work. This would 
not be beneficial for the College or the future president. 
Therefore, we would like to suggest some serious issues that would 
benefit from immediate attention. 
• One can not stress enough the importance of implementing the 
American Association of University Professors' statement on shared 
governance. The students' right to an education requires the preserva-
tion of faculty member input on how that education is structured. 
• Minority presence on campus has always been a concern, but it 
was highlighted again when downsizing cutbacks threatened faculty 
minority positions last year. It is im~rative that we do not allow the . 
positive gains of years past to be wiped out because of tough economic 
times. 
• Also, some of the College community hoped that the appointment 
of a new financial aid director last year would remedy some of the 
organizational and staff problems within that office. But this August, 
financial aid provided the Bursar's office with a list of students who 
• Furthermore, you should press the Board of Trustees to become 
more accessible to the College community. Currently, no one from the 
College is allowed to meet with Board members, as witnessed by 
Warren Schlesinger's failed attempt to meet with the Board this past 
February. The College conducts Open Budget Meetings, ~o why not 
allow people to meet with a committee that ultimately decides on all 
College matters? 
• And finally, when you first announced your retirement, you stated 
that you would not be involved with th~ search _process for a_ n_ew . 
president. Hopefully you will hold to th1~ assertion, ~cause It Is c~cial 
that the Board review candidates with fresh perspectives and new ideas. 
While your final few years here may seem hectic, we hope xou can 
find the time to address some of these issues before a new president 
takes office. 
would pay their bills late, due to the log jam in packaging. Unfortu- Lauren Stanforth 
nately, financial aid continues to struggle under time, space a~d staff Editorial Page Editor 
constraints, a situation which deserves your imme.rd:::ia:.::te:..:a::tt:::e:.:.n:.:ll::on~.-------------======================-l 
LETTERS 
UAW 
thanks IC 
Community 
The UAW Local 2300 would like to thank the 
faculty, students and staff of Ithaca College for 
the outpouring of support shown to the College's 
dining workers over the last few weeks. It is 
heartening to see that so many members of the 
IC community recognize that the dining staff are 
an important part of the College, deserving of 
fair treatment and respect. _ 
On Sept. 8, the workers voted against union-
ization and we respect that choice. They decided 
to give DAKA a second chance; an opportunity 
to make good on The Ithaca College 
the numerous • 
promises made to community ~as 
them during the shown that lt truly 
organizing drive. cares about the 
. DAKA prom- plight oifthe dining 
1sed more than 
just an open and staff on campus. 
friendly manage- Please apply that 
ment style. They same energy to-
guaranteed that d hold" 
theywouldexam- wan mg_ 
ine and address DAKA to their 
the important is- word. They"have a 
sues raised by the fiull year to honor 
brave workers • • 
who lead the their commitments 
union effort; before the workers 
wages, pensions, can vote to orga-
and health insur- nize a second time. 
ance. 
The students, staff and faculty should support 
the DAKA workers' need for these basic ben-
efits, and wages comparable to Cornell 
University's food service workers. We all know 
that DAKA is capable of honoring these prom-
ises. Their latest financial report indicates that 
revenues for 1995 exceeded $320 million, and 
that net income is up 32 percent. 
The Ithaca College community has shown 
that it truly cares about the plight of the dining 
staff on campus. Please apply that same energy 
toward holding DAKA to their word. They have 
a full year to honor their commitments before 
the workers can vote to organize a second time. 
Dining workers, students, staff, faculty and our 
union need to push both IC and DAKA to make 
sure that the company lives up to its pre-vote 
promises. 
1 AI Davidoff 
President, UAW Local 2300 
College overlooked Greek 
organizations at fair 
I am writing to express my frustration over 
the way in which the Student Activities Fair, on 
Sept. 12 and 13, was handled. Due to rain, the 
Fair was moved to the North Foyer of the Cam-
pus Center. Some groups were given prime table 
locations directly in the regular flow of student 
traffic. Other groups were relegated to the back 
of the North Foyer, near the entranc~ to the 
Emerson Suites, where even certain group mem-
bers could not find their own tables. 
It is interesting to note that the groups in the 
prime locations included the Student Activities 
Board and Student Government. These groups 
receive huge budgets so they can already adver-
tise profusely on this campus. The groups left in 
the back included Ithaca College's recognized 
Greek organizations, which are traditionally ig-
nored by the administration of this College and 
our campus media. I even had co tell the Cayugan 
photographer we were in the back so that we 
might be represented in the yearbook. 
A simple rearrangement of the tables could 
have enabled all of the organizations to be rep-
resented in the high traffic section of the North 
Foyer. Or. if this was not possible, the entire Fair 
could have been moved into the Emerson Suites, 
As it stood, no thought was given to fairness or 
equal opportunity for all groups to be show-
cac;ed. There was not even a sign to show pac;s-
ersby that more tables were set up in the back. In 
the future, organizers of events such as this must 
make a greater effort to find an arrangement · 
amenable to all. ' 
On behalf of the Greek organizations on this 
campus, I would like to apologize to~ student 
bodythatyouwerenotgivcnanadequaacoppor-
nmity to see what we're all about I would like 
totellthccommunityalittleaboutsomeofthcsc 
There was not even a sign to 
show passersby that more tables 
were set up in the back. In the 
future, organizers of events such 
as this must make a greater 
effort to find an arrangement 
amenable to all. 
organizations. 
Delta Phi Zeta is the College's only recog-
nized social service sorority. Each semester, 
Delta Phi Zeta is involved in a number of chari-
table causes, including blood drives for the Red 
Cross which are successful. Kappa Gamma Psi 
is a professional, co-ed performing arts frater-
nity. Kappa put'i on several recitals per semester 
and is starting a series of local artist presenta-
tions this year. Mu Phi Epsilon is a professional, 
co-ed music fraternity that emphasizes music 
therapy and performs at retirement homes sev-
eral times per semester. Sigma Alpha Iota is a 
professional music sorority. Sigma currently 
raises money to send .musical materials and 
instruments to schools in underprivileged coun-
tries. Although they were not present at the 
Activities Fair, it should be mentioned that Phi 
Mu Alpha is a professional music fraternity for 
men that sponsors the pep band featured at all 
College football games. 
Again. it is our sincere hope that a greater 
effort will be made to ensure that all organiza-
tions are given an equal opportunity to present 
themselves at the Student Activities Fair. 
Michelle McQuade 
Music '95 
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THE ITHACAN INQUIRER 
''What Is your favorite spot· on campus?" 
Mike Baugh 
Acting '98 
"Dillingham because I'm a theater 
major and that is where my friends 
and I basically live." 
Daniel Mason 
Television/Radio '98 
"The dog house." 
Kristen Hammer 
Cinema/Photography '99 
"The pond and the island in it. It's so 
peaceful there and you can watch the 
ducks." 
Geoff Boyer 
Philosophy '99 
"My room because we jam to music 
all the time. That's where everyone 
meets to make music." 
Otilize your freedom 
of speech 
_·;__ ..-,\. •• ·..J • -
The Ithacan is interested in publish-
ing your commentaries for the 
Opinion page. 
Commentaries can be on international, 
national or local concerns and originate 
from a variety of viewpoints . They can be 
no longer than 650 words and are due by 5 
p.[n. the Monday before publication. If you 
want to talk about your writing or possible 
-topics, contact Lauren Stanforth at 27 4-
3207 or stop by the Ithacan office in Park 
Hall 269. 
The ITHACAN 
The Newspaper For The Itliaca College Community 
269 Pork Hall • t etephone 27 4-3207 • Fax 27 4-1565 
~ . .. . . . . . ~ ~ ,. . , ... 
- : ' . ' ' . ~ 
... ; ,-
Chrissy Billette Pam Garfield 
Corporate Communication '99 Sociology '96 
"By the fountains because it's a peace-
ful place to go if you want to think, sit 
or study." 
"I like the Snack Bar because my 
friends are usually there. Plus, a place 
where there's food is always good." 
Allison Higham 
Drama '99 
Vassar Rana 
Finance '96 
"Outside by Friends Ha~ because it's 
a good view of the lake." 
"The two ends of campus, so that 
way you know that you're almost away 
from campus." 
Photos by Zoya Herrnsteen 
CRUISING fiROUND 
The Ithacan is rlow 
accepting 
applications for a 
Distribution Man-
ager. Must _be 2.l :~,-· 
yeors old-Wlth a·:::\:: --
valid driver's license._ 
To apply contact~~-
Kevin Harlin/· 
Park Hall 269 or call 
(: 
27 4-3207 ;:. 
- . . TheJTHACAN _;;_-1~ _· •••• ' 
The Newspaper For The Ithaca College Community 
269 Park 1-:fall • Telephone 274-3207 • Fax 274-1565~1 • • 
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Udent Activities Boar 
Advertising 
Fi.lms 
Humanities 
Showcase 
Tonight 
7:30 
Recreation 
Center 
Cabaret 
Speakers 
Cultural & · 
Performing Arts 
Special Events 
Weekend 
Programming 
Member .Recruitment 
Become a part of SAB! · 
The 
Activities 
ACCENT 
ON .. ~ 
Aaron 
Lenkowaky 
Sociology '96 
• Born: December 25, 1973 
. • Accompliahrnent you are 
moet proud of: 
Getting through puberty 
• What would you be doing 
If you weren't a etudent at 
IC: The same garbage I'm 
doing at IC 
• Secret vice: Cradle 
robbing 
• What would you llke to 
get around to doing: Take a 
sailboat on the lake 
• Things you can do 
without: IC meter maids 
• Person you'd most like to 
have dinner with: Michael 
Phillip Jager 
• Who would play you in a 
movie: Pacino 
• What TV show you 
wouldn't miss: I don't watch 
T.V. 
• Three things that can 
always be found In your 
· refrigerator: China's Resal 
_f.ieet, Hummus 
!. • hhaca'a beat kept secret: 
-~ome-grown goodies 
.,,a Your biggest pet peeve 
:- about Ithaca: long Johns 
WHAT'S 
HAPPENING 
MUSIC 
• Akoostic Hookah 
The Haunt 
Friday, Sept. 22 
$5 
• Patty Larkin 
The Haunt 
Sunday, Sept. 24 
8:30 p.m. 
$10 in advance 
CINEMA 
• "Psychob 
Cornell Cinema 
Monday, Sept. 25 
9:30p.m. 
MEETINGS 
• PreLaw Society 
Organizational Meeting 
Friends Room 308 
Tuesday, Sept. 26 
12:10 p.m. 
ART 
• Living Colors 
Handwerker Gallery 
Mon:-Fri-. 
Until Oct. 18 
• Living in the Past 
Roy H. Park photography 
gallery 
Until Oct. 13 
·SPEAKERS 
• •Assisted Living: Old 
Challenges in a New Frontie~ 
Keren Brown Wilson . 
Roy H. Park Auditorium 
Sept. 28-
7:30p.m. 
DOWNTOWN 
• Northern Lights. 
Sciencenter 
-· Saturday, Sept: 30. 
2·p_.m. 
~mpl'9dby 
J•lcaWlng 
Accent 
• • Living 
II 
sin 
Living alone 
grants students 
freedom from 
the hassles that 
accompany 
cohabitation 
By Kelly Burdick 
Ithacan Contributor 
I t's 3 a.m. and you're sound asleep, when the door to your room swings open with a 
bang and the lights abruptly flash 
on. Your roommate stumbles in, 
bumping into your dresser and send-
ing a half-full soda can onto the 
floor. Afl you can think about is 
your 8 o'clock morning class as 
you struggle to reclaim a visit from 
the Sand~. 
·. ·For many st11dents, this scenario 
is more of a 'reality than a night-
mare. Roommate and privacy prob-
lems often arise when sharing oc-
cupancy of a room. For those not 
willing to give cohabitation a 
chance, there is the option of single 
residence hall rooms. 
... 
Although students must apply 
andpayanextra$450fortheyearto 
live in a single, many students 
agree that the price of freedom 
and privacy is worth the extra 
money. 
The lthacan/Zoya Hermsteen 
Jennie McKown '96 takes time out to study In her Lyon single. 
Currently, there are 491 single 
rooms on campus, which allow for 
a variety of choices for students 
seeking singles. said John Fracchia, 
coordinator of housing services. 
Single-occupancy rooms are 
available in the Terraces, the East 
and West Towers and the Quads, 
excluding Boothroyd. But each 
building offers itc; own brand of 
single rooms. Some profess a beau-
tiful lake view, while others are 
conveniently located near the cen-
ter of campus. 
"Students have it hard and some-
times they just want to shut out the 
world [by living by themselves). 
It's that whole 'Calgon take me 
away' idea," Fracchia said. "We 
are not dealing with one kind of 
student. It woo Id be ideal to have as 
many options as possible." 
Different rooms fit different stu-
dents' needs, Fracchia explained. 
For Eric Matthews '96, choos-
ing a single was easy. Matthews 
knew what he was looking for in a 
single room. 
"Originally I wanted a single 
with a balcony, but the one I saw 
looked out over a bunch of people. 
• The Ithacan 
Thursday, September 21, 1995 
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HOW THEY 
MEASURED UP 
Here's a random 
sampling of single 
sizes across campus 
estimated In feet. 
However, variation 
exists even within the 
same buildings.•--• 
•Tallcott 
Total square 
feet= 120 
8 X 15 
a Clarke 
Total square 
feet= 120 
8 X 15 
•Landon 
Total square 
feet= 120 
8 X 15 
•Terrace9 
Total Square ,., 
feet= 108 W --11 
9 X 12 
•Terrace 5 
Total Square 
feet= 108 
9X 12 
•west Tower 
Total Square h. --• 
feet= 126 1111 
9x 14 
Plus the balcony rooms get cold in 
the winter because there are so many 
windows," Matthews said. 
He opted instead for a Terrace 
single that formerly had a balcony. 
"They took the balcony out and 
pushed the wall out onto the bal-
cony, so the room is a little bigger," 
he said. 
Matthews realized he needed his 
own private space when he was 
placed in a room with two other 
roommates during his first year at 
the College. 
Although he is independent 
and finds his Terrace single a nice 
convenience, Matthews said he 
gets along with everyone on his 
floor. 
"[In a single) it's easier to work 
whenever. I have spontaneous study 
habits," he said. 
J.P. Hood, a junior with a single 
room in the East Tower, chose his 
single for similar reasons. Hood 
See SINGLES, next page 
Mighty m oshing. Fans_ admit why intense dancing 
• appeals to concert attenders 
By Winifred Storms 
Ithacan Staff 
The lights on the stage illumi- . 
nated the fervent, colliding mob. 
Bodies were carried through the 
air, thrown on stage and tossed back 
into the sweaty masses, hitting and 
shimming against each other all in 
the name of good, wholesome fun. 
This sight filled the Ben Light 
Gymnasium last Saturday night as 
the Mighty Mighty BossTones 
played to a crowd of more than 
1,800. One would wonder if th'e 
more exciting performance is given 
by the band on stageortheaudien~ 
in front of it. 
Moshing and dancing are two 
common occurrences at a· Mighty 
Mighty BossTonesconcertbecause 
. of the !>and's.. musical influences. 
The BossTones arc known ac; one 
"For a lot of people I think [moshing] is just a 
legal way to beat someone up and not pay the 
penalty for it. " 
of the founding bands of the term 
"ska-core," said Andy MacNeil '98, 
an adamant follower of the 
BossTones for over six years. 
Ska-core isa label used for bands 
that integrate ska music with hard-
core punk. ''The way I describe the 
BossTones' sound to people who 
haven't heard it before, is if you 
take a bus carrying Bob Marley- at 
80 miles per hour and take another 
bus carrying Metallica on it at 
80 miles per hour and crash them, 
you'd. ha~e the BossTones," 
MacNeil said. 
Many BossToncs fans believe a 
-Andy MacNeil, '98 
good mosh pit is as essential to a 
concert as the.band itself. 
"For a lot of people I think 
[moshing) isjusta legal way to beat 
someone up and not pay the penalty 
for it," said MacNeil, a veteran 
mosher who has attended over 20 
BossTones concerts so far. For him, 
mashing p_rovides a safe vent for 
his aggressions that build up over 
time during the day. Yet he believes 
moshing doesn't have a malicious 
intent behind it. 
Moshers have a respe,£ ·an eti-
quette they exercise <luring the con-
certs, MacNeil said. "Wben you're 
in the pit and someone stage dives, 
you hold them up. If they fall, you 
immediately pick them up right 
away because you don't want to see 
anyone trampled on," he said. "It's 
all a really friendly thing once you 
get down to it." 
Jay Gabari '99 has only seen the 
BossTones perform once before 
they arrived at Ithaca, but he is no 
stranger to moshing. 
In comparison to MacNeil, he 
sees moshing as a dance fonn in-
stead of an outlet for tension or an 
excuse to hurt people. "You don't 
go to see the BossTones, which is a 
ska band that's all happy music, 
and start punching people. That wac; 
really stupid," he said. 
"I don't think moshing was 
meant to hurt people," Gabari said. 
"Even the hardcore guys don't go 
See BOSSTONES, next page 
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~--------------------~ 1 CHOOSE YOUR SAVINGS! 1 
: $209Rf'Af ~eRfAf : 
I LOW PRICE ~ LOW PRICE · • 
I Any stereo Portable or Component Any Compact Disc reg. $13 & Up I 
I (Reg. SI 10 & up)'" Tape Reg. $9 & Up"' I 
I _JC?:":::= Good thru 9/30/95 I 
1 'iNE Center Ithaca• On The Commons 1 
I 277-4766 I 
L- ------------------~ 
Everything For Your Rooml 
...... Bamboo Blinds From·$12.95 
...... 100% Cotton Tapestries and Rugs From $14.95 
...... Rice Paper Lanterns From,.$5.95 
...... Waterbeds From $59.95 
House of Shalimar • 142 The Commons • 273-7939 
r--------------------7 
I 272-8685 ,t: Guy's and Gal's Cuts I 
I Perms I 
I I 
I I 
I &nhrr,. d-/ai.'tt!Uluu I 
I dla,.,_ .:£tuJ.io I 
: 'The Poetry of Haircutting' : 
: Special Price with this $2 Off coupon: : 
I GUYS $10 GALS $13 I 
I Regular Price: Guys $12 Gals $15 Penns $40 I 
\ . Center Ithaca \ 
I Your Stylists: The Commons I 
L Galina and Danielle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ithaca, NY 14850 _J 
• 
PHYSICAL 
THERAPY 
INTHE 
.. ~ve,~:.::~: 
rewarding future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Today's Air Force offers ongoing 
opportunities for professional 
development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, 
complete medical and dental care, 
and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force physical therapist. Call 
USAF HF..ALTII PROFESSIONS 
TOUFREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
GET TttE Scoop! 
Want to keep in touch with all 
of the campus happenings, 
from sports to news to features? 
Subscribe to The Ithacan. 
Only $43 per year. 
TheJTHACAN 
SINGLES 
Continued from previous page 
had negative housing experiences 
his first two years at college when 
he was placed in double-occup~ncy 
rooms. 
Both years he ended up having 
the entire room to himself when his 
roommates chose to move out the 
second semester for personal rea-
sons. 
This year Hood figured that he 
would avoid any possible hassles 
and obtained a single, which he said 
he is currently very happy with. 
"I study more now than I did 
when I had roommates," Hood said. 
Although he doesn't spend much 
time in his room, he finds that it is 
nice to be able to come home at any 
time and not disturb anyone . 
He also appreciates the quiet se-
clusion of his single with the avail-
BOSSTONES 
ability offriends on the same floor. 
Because Hood and Matthews 
were returning students, they knew 
to avoid possible roommate and 
privacy problems. 
But for Allison VanFleet, a first-
year student living in the upper 
quads, she went on instinct when 
opting to live alone on campus. 
"A lot of my friends have prob-
lems with their roommates," 
VanFleet said. She wanted a single 
to be able to study comfortably in 
the room at any time. 
"I can get up early or come home 
late, have people over at any time 
and play music whenever," she said. 
VanFieet has really enjoyed the 
convenience of her residence hall 
"because it's close to everything," 
she said. VanFleet appreciates the 
privacy that her single room offers 
September 21, 1995 
and hopes to get the same room 
next year. 
Aaron Massey '99was randomly 
chosen to live in a single room in 
the Terraces, but said he has had no 
qualms with it. 
"It gets a bit lonely, but I like it. 
I love the view," Massey said. 
Massey felt hindered at first 
when it came to meeting people 
because· he didn't have a built-in 
acquaintance, but found it easier to 
meet people as time went on. 
So, if your roommate's annoy-
ing habits are driving you crazy, or 
you wish you had a bit more seclu-
sion, a single room may be a better 
option for you. 
You might find that amidst all of 
the Ithaca College chaos, there is a 
"Calgon bath" in the form ofa single 
room waiting for you. 
Continued from previous page 
outthereandsay, 'l'mgoingtogive 
a guy a black eye. I'm .going to 
break someone's arm.' They just 
go out there and do their thing." 
MIGHTY FACTS AND QUOTES 
The mash pit at a BossTones 
concert has become as notorious as 
the plaid that members often wear 
during their performances.Some 
may wonder how moshers can hear 
the music and see the band while 
they're tangled up in the pit with a 
few other hundred fans. 
"If you went to a concert just to 
listen to the music, you could just 
sit home and not waste your $ IO 
and listen to their CDs," MacNeil 
said. . 
"The BossTones put out a tre-
mendous vibe, a tremendous 
amount of energy when they get on 
stage," he said. · 
'That's the whole point of going 
to the show," he added. "Not only 
do they make good music, but 
they'reincredibleentertainersalso." 
The BossTones themselves pon-
dered why their: music inspires 
moshing no matter where they per-
formed. 
'They do it [mashing] because 
they don't know how to dance. 
That's the problem with the youth 
of America is they don't know how 
to cut a rug like my father did,"said 
band member Joe Gittleman. 
The Mighty Mighty 
BoasTones albums In 
chronological order 
1. Devil's Night Out 
2. More Noise and Other 
Disturbances· 
3. Ska-Core, the Devil, and 
More . 
4. Doni Know How to 'Party 
5. Question the Answers 
• Whero,did they get the 
name Mighty Mighty 
BosaTonu? 
From a quartet group from 
Harvard University 
• What about the plaid suits? 
"Nothing hides a good beer 
belly better. (We wear plaid 
suits} because·we were jokers -
and we didn't know how to play 
about...they see people doing it at a 
Pearl Jam show and [think:} it looks 
like a lot of fun maybe to beat up on 
somebody," Kevin Lenear said. 
Band member Tim Burton, bet-
ter known as Johnny Vegas, admits 
he enjoys the moshing but doesn't 
like other antics some moshers do. 
"Moshing's cool. It's like the 
stage-diving, the self-gratification 
stuff that kind of bums us out some-
times. It feels like almost an insult 
to the music," Burton said. 
"I think it's insulting to the guy 
and the only interest we could 
get was entertaining each other 
by dressing like goofs."- Joe 
Gittleman 
• What do some band 
members do In their spare 
time? 
Joe Gittleman: fish 
Tim Burton: golf 
Kevin Lenear: hang with his 
friends 
Dennis Brockenborough: 
create and write music and 
wonder what he's all about 
Joe Sirois: skateboard, . 
snowboard, sit on his couch 
• What's next ·ror the 
BossTones? 
Making demos andtlope!ully -
release a new record by·spring. 
added with a laugh. 
ButtheBossTones' musicdidn't 
provoke all concert-goers to throw 
themselves into the pit. First-year 
student Lisa Freitag admitted she 
was a little overwhelmed by the 
whole affair. 
"I thought it was kind of scary 
when at the end people began 
moshing right near us," Freitag said, 
confessing she wasn't very familiar 
with the BossTones music. 
''I'm a wimp. The only way I'd 
ever mosh is if I had a football 
Other members of the Mighty 
Mighty Bosstones held more seri-
ous opinions on mashing. 
"I don't know what it's you throw yourself on," Joe Sirois uniform on," she said. 
Man steals 5,800 papers 
Angry about arrest, removes campus news 
By College Press Service the school, was an immediate sus-pect because police looked over 
When Carrado Giovanella saw the Aug. 31 edition to see if a par-
his name in the University of Texas ticular p~rson might have been 
newspaper, he decided to take the embarrassed by any of the articles 
story and run with it, literally. "and his name jumped out at us." 
Hurrying to various spots on Griggs also said that seveml 
campus on early Aug. 31, Daily Texan vendors saw 
Giovanella stole 5,800 copies of Giovanella driving a black Ford 
The Daily Texan and dumped them Explorer on campus while drop-
in a recycling bin at a nearby shop- ping off their papers. Giovanella 
ping center. was arrested for the bad check after 
Giovanella took the papers after police learned of his falsified ad-
reading about his arrest for writing missions material. 
a bad check and forging a letter of He is accused of sending UT 
recommendation to the Texas uni- officials a letter of recommenda-
versity. tion from the dean of the Texas 
After being confronted by UT A&M College of Natural Sciences, 
campus police six days later, which does not exisL (The school 
Giovanella confessed to the thefts, has a College of Sciences.) 
saying he stole the papers "in retali- As UT police were questioning 
ationforthearticleTheDailyTexan Giovanella on the forgery ~barges, 
printed." they discovered an outstanding 
Giovanella was charged with a warrant for his arrest on charges of 
Class A misdemeanor. If found a forged check. 
guilty, he could face a 12-month Sayingthcnewspapcr'sstaffwas 
prisozJ ~ntence and a$4,000_fine. . "hurt, dismayed arulfurious." over. 
. paper was· planning on pressing 
criminal charges and filing a civil 
lawsuit against Giovanella for fi-
nancial losses as well as "the emo-
tional distress of the staff and ev-
erything else our lawyers can find." 
Rogers went on to state that the 
Daily Texan staff will seek punitive 
damages and will pursue disciplin-
ary action through the university 
for any student who steals future 
copies of the paper. 
"We want to malre students real-
ize the seriousness of actions of this 
sort," said Kathy Lawrence, gen-
eral manager of student publica-
tions. 'The university takes these 
matters very seriously." 
Lawrence said that while each 
copy of the paper ha,; a 25-cent 
price stamp printed at the top of 
each issue, the papers are distrib-
uted free throughout campus be-
cause costs are included in student 
fees. 
269 Pak Hal aTerephone 274-3207 • Fax 274-1565 Policc ·CapL · Silas Griggs ~-d _.. ~ tb~ft in an editorial; _Robert. 
._ _________________ 1 ____ __. ~- .~iov~lla, w:ho is~t.a~t~;:·:l,{<>lC!'S.·~-P~lf.s-editol'., ~the' 
But because of the pricing_, the 
paper can ·seek financial ~es 
for thcrtheft. which start at $1,450, 
':tJ~i cio!;t of-the 5tbten ~.: ·· . 
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. Created Equal ~embers question change 
Former BiGala 
participants share 
apprehensions 
about revisions 
By Lauren Bishop 
Ithacan Staff 
The group formerly known as 
BiGala (Bisexuals, Gays and Les-
bians and Allies) has changed its 
name in order to attract more mem-
bers. 
During a retreat last week, 
BiGala's executive board voted 
unanimously to change the group's 
name to Created Equal and.modify 
the constitution. 
Although not everyone in Cre-
ated Equal is entirely happy with 
the name change, most members 
are pleased to sec the group moving 
in new directions and expanding its 
horizons. 
BiGala's executive board voted 
unanimously in favor of the name 
change during a retreat last week. 
said Camille Atkinson '97, BiGala 
publicity chair. ' 
"I feel that the name .and ideas 
behind BiGala had gotten stale," 
she said. "By changing the name 
and focus of the group, we've 
opened it up." 
Atkinson said the new focus will 
be on education and people who are 
working for gender and sexual ori-
entation rights. 
"We want to give people the 
personal strength and reserve to deal 
with anything in their own living 
environment.," she said. 
Craig Tiede '96, co-president of 
Created Equal, discussed other rea-
sons for the name change. BiGala 
tended to forget people who were at 
the starting levels of the coming-
out ~s, he said Created Equal 
wants to support people of any 
sexual orientation, race or gender 
identity, not just people who are 
"out, loud and proud," he said. 
The group will also strive for 
unity among its membe_rs. 
"We were created equal when 
we were born, but we put up walls -
to separate ourselves," Tiede said 
"We should strive to re-establisb 
the collective identity we all share_ I ~ &'- -
as human beings." 
But some group members have 
doubts about the name change. Eric 
Matthews '96 has been a member 
of BiGala since he was a first-year The Ithacan/ Kelly Burdock 
student, but he wonders if the new BiGala met last week to discuss a name change and a revision of the organization's constitution. Now 
name will make the group less vis- known es Created Equal, the group hopes to attract more allies as well as members to its meetings. ible on campus. 
"Created Equal is such an am- posed a problem for Matthews. But Sunday night. and is still planning and that the name change helped 
biguous name," he said. "It could Atkinson, publicity chair, defends on being involved this year. contribute to the turnout of about 
bearacesupportgroup,BiGalabaii the leaders' actions. Another senior, Paul Sevigny, 51 people at the mixer. 
amoretraditionalsoowlaodpeople "We were elected ro dn things also.had some quewons about the HeaddedthatCreatedEqualwiJI 
can recognize it vecy quickly." _ :;.:.. tbal{-tberoemh:r;J woulddo ifdley -~e Crealr.cl~ual. display symbols~ with the 
Mattbewsalsoques~~---tiDJol-' she-said. "We-were 1be (wod):.created' has cer- bisexual. gay and lesbian commu-
sons behind tbe execulive-~:-dectedtomakeexecu~. tain-impliallioos about whether nity-pinkandblaclc1rianglesand 
decision to change the oame.. .,-,~- Saying, 'Yeah; butwe-didft'1elect peopteare~orwbelherthey rainbow colors-on their posters 
"I got the feeling tbey_wereuy::: you to do~· is like saying we choose ro t,e ,;ay," he said. "'Cre- tohelpclearupany~nfusion asto 
ing to make the word sPIJDd nicer,''._:;-- didn'telectHillaryClinton. It's part Bled' implies •et thing) biologi- what kind of group it is and its new 
he said. "Idon'tthinkwesbouldlJ1,_;:. of the package." . " cal. But the-bottom line is no one focus. 
to deny what we are, ~~ we are-_' Desl)ite his dissatisfaction with knows. Alotoflesbiansspeakabout "I'm really excited about the vi-
and how others feel abopt us." _:~ the nameCrealedEqual, Matthews and have a history of choosing sion of the group and the focus on 
The executiveboaal',s~ -saidm:was impressed by lbeorga- sexual orieiation." education and diversity," Sevigny 
to change the:-uame widlouuxmr}.-_ nization and sc,1ciata1mospbere at But Sevipy said be feels the said "Understanding diversity is 
sulliug_lbe-:group as a-,woole alsoi- the..Cttared: &jbal, mixer; lleld on name is good and positive overall understanding a lot about people." 
. Synthe-ti·c·'_ ·suflhea1115• ,Tanning salons: offer options to: ~elp sun 
__ :-:·-.---_.- -,-___ ,,-, _ .- -,, _. - ,, _. __ ._L • batherspreservethesummerskintones 
By Erica Herzbach 
Ithacan Staff 
Already, the cold weather in 
Ithaca has reared its ugly head and 
people are reluctantly bringing out 
theirwintcrclothes. Thewannsum-
mer nights are being replaced ·by 
cold aunnnn ones and the green 
leaves will soon be no more. 
Some people might feel nostal-
gic about the end of summer, while 
others hold on to summer's wann 
colors without traveling to the south-
ern states. 
There seem to be many reasons 
why tanning is so popular and it is 
not just the fact that a person will 
come out with a great tan. Salons 
arc a place to escape from the cold 
and get back to the wannth. 
Salon tanning seems to be very 
popular with students in surround-
. .1 ': 
"[Tanning is popuiar because of] heliotherapy. 
This means that there are positive effects that the 
sunlight brings. " 
ing colleges. At New Image Salon, 
a large percentage of clientele are 
college-aged. 
"Forty percent are from Ithaca 
College and 25 percent are from· 
Cornell," said Laura Miller, who 
works at New Image Salon on West 
Slate Street. 
What makes tanning salons so 
popular? Escaping from life's stress 
draws some to tanning, said Nikki 
Cherock of Heads Up, on East State 
Street 
''The reason why tanning is 
popular is because it is a quick 
--Nicole-Vann, 
California Sun Daze, Ltd. 
getaway and because it is wann. It 
gives nice color to people who are 
light-skinned or dark-skinned," 
Cherock said. 
Marianne Georgia, who works 
at Hair Graphics North, also felt 
that the convenience of tanning is a 
key ingredient to its popularity. "It 
is popular because it takes only 20 
minutes and il is convenient and 
fast." she said. "After about three 
times, you come out with a tan." 
However, there arc some dan-
gers associated with salon tanning. 
''Tanning of any kind is an insult to 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
-:. CONCERTS 1995-96 
~ ".Aw·al Peqrls" 
the skin. We look at tanning as a 
culturally desirable thing, but it is 
actually the skin's response to in-
jury," explained David Newman, 
MD., director, J. David Hammond 
Center for Student Health Services. 
However, there appears to be 
less of a correlation between skin 
cancer and artificial tanning then 
with natural sun tanning, Newman 
said. 
But in general, Newman recom-
mends staying away from all types 
of tanning. "Tanningjustisn'tgood 
for you," Newman said. 
Psychological aspects also at-
tract people to artificial tanning. 
According to Nicole Vann at Cali-
fornia Sun-Daze, Ltd., there is a 
psychological aspect to tanning. 
"[Tanning is popular because of) 
hcliotherapy. This means that there 
are positive effects that the sunlight 
brings," she said. 
Miller, who works at New Im-
age Salon on West State Street, 
agreed. :fanning makes you look 
good and when you look good, you 
feel good," Miller said. 
She added there are certain 
months out of the year that are more 
popular for tanning than others. 
"February to June [arc the usual 
months for tanning]. People arc 
getting ready for summer and they 
want to get a head start for Spring 
Break," Miller said. 
Chcrock agrees with Miller's 
assessment, attributing the cold 
weather to people's incTeascd in-
terest in tanning. 
"May and June arc also popular 
because people arc getting manied," 
Georgia added. 
PIZZERIA 
•a POUIHID GROUP OF MUSICIANS 
WHICH PIIIIFORIIS WITH IIOT1f SPIRIT 
AND ffCHNIQU• TO SPAR£.• 
-THE OAILY 0ADTn 
SHIFRIN-NEUBAUER· 
GARRETT TRIO 
lickots avrulable Soptembor 22 at tho 
lickot Contor at Clinton House and 
Rebop Rocords, Tapes, and Compact 
D,GCS. Collegetown 
$ 7 Children, senior ahzons, and 
Ithaca College 
students 
$12 Ithaca CoUogealumm, faculty, 
staff, and admtnislmtors; 
Friends ot Ithaca College: 
other studonts-
404. w. state st. Ithaca, NY 
Pizzas - Wings - 14" Calzones - Subs - Party packs 
Poppers - Spinach Squares - M_ozzarella Stix 
DAVID SHIFRIN, CLARINET" 
PAUL NDIBAUl!R, YIOLAt 
IIAIIQO GARRETT, PIANO 
Perlonning Mozart and Schumann ll10S 
and duos by Brahms and Hindemith 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6 
WALTIIII L FOIID HALL 
AUDITOIIIUII, 8115 IIUI. 
A IJl'HQl"*1 ledunt,lly Pnlfaleor Richanl Faria 
will begl(I at 7:30 p,m_ SI IOQlll 201, ford Hal 
$14 Gonornl put,t,c FREE DELIVERY UNTIL 3AM 
272-1950 
- - - 2 Fre-; Sodas - - -r-:--~; Fr;;·-Topping - -7 
w/ the Purchase I - On a Medium or I 
I of a Large Pizza I • Lar~e Pizza . I 
-I *Must Mention when ordering I Must Mention when ordering I 
- E · 1on19s·- - -- J_ Expires 10n/9s _J --L ---· ,~xmres ___________ _ 
- - - --~....;. .... _ --- - -
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Award-winning pianist 
to perform in series 
Musician will also work with top-ranked class 
By Kerl Payeur 
Ithacan Contributor 
On Thursday, September 26th, Ithaca 
College will host pianist Horacio Gutierrez 
in the Rachel S. Thaler Concert Pianist 
Series. At 8: 15 p.m., the doors will open 
and the piano concert will commence. 
Held in Walter B. Ford Hall Auditorium, 
the cost is nothing and will be open to the 
public. 
Gutierrez, an award-winning pianist 
originally from Cuba, was chosen ~-
cause of the potential he has to be a good 
influence on young, a<;piring musicians, 
said Arthur Ostrander, dean of the Music 
School. 
"We look for role models - both a 
performer and a teacher - for piano stu-
dents, and Gutierrez was at the top of the 
list," Ostrander said. 
Gutierrez's musical experience began 
at an early age. 
At 11 years old, he appeared as a guest 
soloist with the Havana Symphony, ac-
cording to a press relea<;e. 
Then at the young age of 12, Gutierrez 
and his family immigrated to Los Angeles 
and he began his studies in a new school. 
After high school and a year of college, he 
enrolled in New York's Julliard School of 
Music with a full scholarship, according 
to the release. 
Gutierrez has appeared with several 
major American and European orches-
tras. 
In addition, he made tours throughout 
GETTIN' IN TUNE 
Who: Horacio Gutierrez 
When: September 26 
Where: Ford Hall Auditorium 
Time: 8:15 
Free and open to the public 
the U.S., Canada.Europe, South America, 
Israel and the U.S.S.R. Gutierrez gained 
fame in 1970 when he won second prize 
in the world's most prestigious musical 
arena, the International Tchaikovsky 
Competition in Moscow. 
He also was the recipient of the A very 
Fisher Award for outstanding achieve-
ment in music in 1982 and in 1992 was 
nominated for a Grammy Award. 
Gutierrez is one of many musicians 
who have performed in the Thaler Con-
cert Series, which began five years ago in 
honor of Rachel Thaler, a talented pianist 
and supporter of Ithaca College. 
Each year, according to Ostrander, six 
members of the piano faculty meet and 
discuss potential performers for the up-
coming year. 
When the series began, the Thaler fam-
ily wanted it to be directed at recognizing 
the "master class" of the Ithaca College 
music department. 
This top-ranked class is comprised of 
a group of students who play certain mu-
sic pieces and are listened to and critiqued 
by the musical artist. 
This allows an opportunity for the art-
ist to work directly with the students. 
SEXUALITY AND GENDER EDUCATORS 
WANT TO TALK ABOUT SEX? 
• SEX WITHOUT AIDS/HIV, 
HOMOPHOBIA, OR VIOLENCE 
• BETTER COMMUNICATION 
BETWEEN GENDERS/ 
PARTNERS 
• HOW TO HAVE FUN 
AND DO IT RIGHT! 
COME TO OUR ORG~NIZATIONAL MEETING: 
BREAKFAST WILL BE SERVED! 
Contact Diane Milesky, Co-Chair: 275-8062 or 
Cathy Henry, Co-Chair: 275-5157 
Faculty advisors: Robert Hea~ley, Soc.: 274-1566 & 
Susanne Morgan, Soc.: 274-3521 
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Season of surprises 
Theater department offers variety 
By Jayson-Debora Hinderliter 
Assistant Accent Editor 
The Theater Department is planning a 
surprise. 
"A season of surprises," the 1995-1996 
theater arts season, promises the Ithaca Col-
lege community theater· rarely seen in the 
upstate area. 
Traditionally, the department has offered 
well-known pieces such as "Our Town'_' and 
"A Chorus Line,"but this year's season takes 
a different approach within its selection. 
Choosing the productions for the theater 
season is a task taken on by the entire theater 
department. Cindy Folkers, assistant man-
ager of operations for the theater department 
explained in an earlier interview with The 
Summer Ithacan. 
There are many factors involved in the 
choice, she said.· 
"In choosing the season, the faculty must 
consider the students available to audition. 
Factors like how many men and how many 
women become important," Folkers said. 
"This year's season offers something new, 
something different for both the students and 
audience," Folkers said. 
With the exception of" 1776," most of the 
shows are relatively unknown, Folkers ex-
plained. 
"For example, 'Italian-American Recon-
ciliation,' is by a playwright who is well-
known for his other works, but this play is 
more obscure," she said. 
The different pieces also offer students in 
the theater program the opportunity to _im-
prove their skills, Folkers said. - _ , 
"The-first show we're doing, 'Daisy Pulls 
it Off,' is a comedy period piece set in-1927 
Britain. Then we move into 'I 776i' which as 
THE PLAYBILL 
"Man Seeking Woman" 
Sept. 21-24 
Directed by and written by: Bruce 
Halverson and Robin Gordon 
"Daisy Pulls It Off" 
Oct. 5-7 and 10-14 
Directed by: Susannah Berryman 
"1n&" 
Oct. 31-Nov. 4 
Directed by: J. Fred Pritt 
"Hallan-American Reconciliation" 
Feb. 22-24, and 
Feb. 27-Mar. 2, 1996 
Directed by: Amo Selco 
"The -Bartered Bride" 
Mar. 26-30 
Directed by: Greg Bostwick 
Musical Direction: Beverly Patton 
"Blood Wedding" 
April 23-27 
Directed By: Nonn Johnson 
a musical set in colonial America, offers a 
whole new set of skiH {grudents] need to 
work on," Folkers said. 
This year's season also opens with a 
special studio production. "Man Seeking 
Woman," written by Theatre Arts chair, 
Bruce Halverson, opens Sept. 21. 
The season as a whole will offer the 
Ithaca College community new experiences. 
"It's a chance to seesoplething different. 
While there is certainly validity in seeing a 
more well-known piece, this offers ·a ,rare . 
chance," she said. 
NEW FREE WEIGHT ROOM OPEN! 
African Dance 
Filipino Martial Arts 
Yoga 
Nautilus 
Free Weights 
Grav,tron 
StairMasters 
Treadmills 
Saunas 
• Jacuzzi 
Swimming 
; . Step Aerobics 
, Body Conditio~ing 
Child cai-e 
· • · Air Conditioning ~~ 
Sunbed 
*Unlimited U$e Without -Restrictions* 
STUDENTS 
402 W. Green Sl 
Downtown 
Hhaca 
273-8300 
Use Your Greent,ack coupon and save $301-
0NLY $228 for BOTH SEMESTERS (Save $30) 
or $119 for Fall (Save $10) 
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE TRIAL WORKOUT 
Your 
STUDENT TRAVEL 
CONNECTION 
•· Guaranteed Lowest Airfares 
• Student Discounts 
-=-I• 
- -
Mastercard 
Visa 
Am. Ex. 
• Spring Break Specials 
• Full Service- NO FEE Agency 
• (Staff and Faculty Welcome) ~,,r:,-= .,, .. ,, 
• Free Ticket Delivery 
-
• Tickets by phone 
• Major Credit Cards Accepted 
27~6962" ·_ 
' . - . 
. ·-. ' 
,, 
... -. 
- - ·,: 
. 313 .. ori~'Tloga Street .-.. 
'(Ne11f,Downtown:i.o-lonll) .. ·a---~.: _ _'', _.· 
... · -· .. : - '.; ·:.~=~-·- :-: . ·. . , :, : : ., .· ,. . ' ;,~~:, ... ·-.. ~-... ·, ' 
. : Fll'.'\d·US ln-th~?f~JVNEX"Yel_k:>W: Pages:·".'; :-. __ ,.::,:.'. _ _.:· 
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MOVIE LISTINGS 
September 15~21 
CINEMAPOLIS ~;·o 
277-6115 
The Usu~I Suspects -- 7:15, 9:35 
Kids - 7:30, 9:45 
FALL CREEK 
272-1256 
Double Happiness- 7:15, 9:35 
Living In Oblivion - 9:35 
Clueless -- 7: 15 
Country Life -7:15, 9:35 
STATE THEATRE 
273-2781 
Apollo 13-7:00 and 9:30 
Waterworld- 7:10 and 9:40 
Little Princess -- Saturday and Sunday 
at 2:15 , 
HOYT'S PYRAMID 10 
257-2700 
Clockers 
To Wong Foo ... Julie Newmar 
Seven 
Showgirls 
Unstrung Heros 
Hackers 
The Brothers McMullen 
Babe: The Gallant Pig 
Waterworld 
Braveheart 
Dangerous Minds 
SABWEEKEND 
FILMS 274-1386 
While You Were Sleeping- Friday, 
Saturday at7:00, 9:30 and midnight. 
Sunday at 8:00 and 11 :00 
CAREER 
~PAIGN 
'95 
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Hard hitting: Film examines the drug world 
By Patrick Boyton 
Ithacan Contributor 
Rarely does an exciting and profound 
novel translate into an exciting and profound 
movie. Spike Lee's Clockers is a surprising 
exception. 
Based upon Richard Price's novel, it is 
Lee's best film since his groundbreaking Do 
the Right Thing. 
Lee has become such a prominent figure in 
the media over the past couple years, com-
menting publicly on political and social is-
sues, that people have lost sight of what he is 
first and foremost: one of America's most 
daring and evocative filmmakers. 
More attention bas been given to Lee's 
Nike ads and unorthodox behavior at Knicks 
games than to his revolutionary cinematic 
technique. Clockers will hopefully put Lee's 
important role in cinema back into perspec-
tive. · 
Lee has given up much of bis gimmicky 
film school camera tricks to capture the 
grittiness of Price's novel. Except for some 
unusual lighting techniques and a few trade-
mark dolly shots, Lee has considerably toned 
down the delirious visual flair of his earlier 
films. Clockers possesses the work of a 
maturing filmmaker, both confident and 
subtle. 
Clockers is the hard-hitting story of a cop 
named Rocco, a drug dealer named Strike 
and the murdered body that brings their lives 
together. 
In Price's novel, the story was told from 
both Rocco's and Strike's perspective. The 
chapters alternated between the two charac-
ters, giving a fascinating and detailed look 
into their private lives. What we ,discover is 
that,despitebeingonoppositeendsofthethin 
blue line of the law, these two men are both 
just trying to survive in an uncaring urban 
jungle. 
Lee collaborated with Price on the screen-
MOVIE REVIEW . 
Clockers 
Directed by Spike Lee 
Starring Mekhi Phifer, 
Harvey Keitel, Delray 
Lindo, Isaiah Washington 
and John Tuti.Jrro 
The Ithacan rates movies from 1 (worst) to 1 O (best) 
play, choosing to focus the story on Strike. 
Although most of Rocco's character is lost in 
the film, it was a necessary adjustment. In-
stead of trying to contrive a 600- page novel 
into a 2 hour film. Lee and Price wisely 
decided to adapt only half of the novel. If 
they had tried to stay true to the original 
narrative and show both perspectives, the 
character development of both Rocco and 
Strike would have been weakened due to 
time constraint. 
Having the difficult task of being at the 
center of almost every scene, Mekbi Phifer 
makes a strong debut as Strike. He holds his 
own against veteran actor Harvey Keitel in 
some very intense scenes. 
As always, Mr. Keitel is mesmerising as 
Rocco. 
We see Keitel pop up so often in movies, 
often playing a cop, that we take bis brilliant 
performances for granted. 
Delroy Lindo and Isaiah Washington also 
give great supporting performances. John 
TurturfO, however, is wasted in a minor, 
insignificant role. 
Clockers is a stunning and complex look 
into a group of people being destroyed both 
physically and morally by the drugs and 
violence rampant in their environment. 
But within the tragic backdrop, Lee and 
Price have managed to give the film an ulti-
mate feeling of hope. 
PROPHESY. 
Rating: 5 
• Christopher Walken and Eric 
Stoltz do the good angel vs. bad 
angel thing in this mostly entertain-
ing grade B flick. The convoluted 
plot involves angels coming 10 earth 
to reclaim their souls given to 
mortals by God ... or something like 
that. Walken is typically creepy and 
Stoltz looks even grungier than he 
did in Pulp Fiction. There is even a 
guest appearance by Satan' Not 
too bad for what it is. 
VIRTUOSITY 
Rating: 1 
• The very talented Denzel Wash-
ington is wasted in this latest 
cybertrash movie. This is the kind of 
movie that you forget about on the 
car ride home from the theater. 
Russell Crowe plays a computer-
generated killer made up of history's 
worst baddies. There is plenty of 
unnecessary morphing and lots of 
stuff gets blown up. This is your 
basic violent flick with cyberspace 
thrown in for variation. Take this as 
a warning and stay away from any 
movie that works virtual reality into 
it's title. Aside from the always-
photogenic Mr. Washington, there 
isn't much here worth looking at. 
Compiled by 
Patrick Boyton 
Introducing Skywalker 
A New Exercise Experience 
at Ithaca Fitness 
ITHACA \ ~i~,~ J 
When you exercise 
with Skywolker your 
body weight is 
stabilized as arms 
and legs swing in a 
natural curve and 
your knees and 
ankles ore protected 
from continual 
pounding. 
Skywolker exercises 
all major muscles 
simultaneously. 
Come to Ithaca 
Fitness for a free _t~ial 
workout and check 
out the Skywalker. 
S~ial 
Student 
·semester 
Rates 
Call for 
Info! 
Mon-Thurs 6:00am-9:30pm, Fri 6:00am..S:30pm, Sat 9am-6pm, Sun 9am-Spm 119 1Wnl St. • 272-8779 
I 
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P.ERSONALS 
American Pie Employee of the 
Month: 
Award goes to Nicole Viene for her 
strong (motor mouth) and excellent 
performance (doesn't skip a beat) 
We love you Nikki! (Can we take 
you home tonight) 
- The Management 
Knsten ... in my sociology of work 
class, you are a babe. I hope you 
aren't married. 
To all IC Women 
Help bake cookies for needy moms 
+ kids with ~<I>Z on 9/27 @ 8:30 pm 
in T1, 1st floor lounge. 
Love, sisters of ~<I>Z 
Dear readers, 
Tell someone you care with an 
Ithacan personal ad. Only $2. 
The Editors 
FOR RENT 
1 bedroom available now. South 
Hill, downtown. Appliances, secu-
rity. $300 plus. 256-2488 
1 bedroom apt. close to commons. 
Large kitchen, storage. Off street 
parking. $330/month includeselec-
tnc1ty. 272-6457 
------------Find your dream apartment here --
every week 1n Ithacan Classifieds. 
FOR SALE 
Need some spending cash? Sell 
your unused items here. Call 274-
3207 for details. 
EMPLOYMENT 
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing 
envelopes at home. Send long 
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, 
Dept. H4,°P.O. Box 1779, Denham 
Springs, LA 70727. 
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching 
basic conversational English in Ja-
pan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teach-
ing background or Asian languages 
required. For info. call: (206) 632-
1146 ext.J52311 
We are in search of several 
students to help promote a simple, 
exciting and lucrative business new 
to area. call: 274-8010 ext.613 
Periodic childcare in evenings. 
Close to I.C. Must have own 
transportation. call Margaret: 256-
1010 
CRUISE SHIP NOW HIRING -earn 
up to $2,000+/month working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour compa-
nies. World travel. Seasonal & full-
time employment available. No ex-
perience necessary. For more in-
formation call 1-206-634-0468 ext. 
C52311 
CAMPUS REPS NEEDED - Earn 
money & free travel selling spring 
break to Cancun, Bahamas & 
Florida. Call (800) 700-0790 
Make $$ as a sales representative 
for The Ithacan. Contact the Adver-
tising Director at The Ithacan, Park 
Hall room 269, or call 274-3207. 
GREAT WORK OPPORTUNITY as 
the distribution manager for The 
Ithacan. Must be 21 yrs or older. 
Contact Kevin Harlin atThe Ithacan, 
Park Hall room 269, or call 274-
3207 
SE-RVICES 
GUITAR INSTRUCTION: All styles, 
all levels. Musicians Inst. Grad. Pro-
fessional Environment. Very, very 
close to IC. Wiles Guitar Studio. 
273-1339 
Did you know that The Ithacan can 
be reached via Internet? Place your 
classified ad by sending e-mail to 
lthacan@lthaca.edu. 
/ 
ITHACAN CLASSIFIEDS 
Classified ads: $4 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Personal ads: $2 minimum for 4 lines. $1 each additional line. 
Add $1 per line for any bold or all-capital words within the line. 
Pre-payment is required for all Classified advertisements. 
Ad text (please place one character per space): 
Deliver by 5 p.m. Monday to 
The Ithacan 
Ithaca College 
Park Hall, room 269 
Ithaca, NY 14850-7258 
Phone: (607) 274-3207 
FAX: (607) 274-1565 
--------------------------------
Date(s) to run ________ _ Category ___________ _ 
Name _____________________________ _ 
Address ____________________________ _ 
Phone ______________________________ _ 
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Apartments & rooms 
going fast ... 
... 1:p.ake your plans 
early! 
College Circle 
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277-1221 
A..pa.,:r-tme:n.-ts i:n. "the 
I"th.a,ca, .Area, 
Collegetqwn 
Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to 8-Bedroom Houses 
Furnished and Unfurnished 
Quality Units at Affordable Prices 
24-Hour Maintenance Services 
277-3232 · 
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Comics 
CALVIN AND HOBBES a BY BILL WATTERSON 
1 Cl£A.N£D At-ID OILED YOUR 
8\C'KLE. CA.L~IN.. 'ril1M. DO 
'{OJ '.:A'{ I TI\KE 
SOME TIME. ~J-11) 
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CLOSE TO HOME . 
a BY JOHN MCPHERSON 
"So much for our security deposit." 
To discourage himself from using his 
credit card, Ray got Into the habit 
of duct-taping It to his stomach . 
B·JS 
WHh 150 mites to go cmd fatigue setting In, Alan 
wtsely turned on his antl-drowllnea device . 
I 8 The Ithacan 
PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS: 
[::::; Citibank Federal 
Stafford Loan 
(subsidized and unsubs1d1zed) 
Name. ___________________ _ 
Address, ______________ Apt.. ___ _ 
City ___________ State ___ Zip. ____ _ 
:_J Citibank Federal PLUS Loan 
(for parents of dependent students only) Telephone. ___________ --'-----------
[j Citibank Graduate 
Loan Program 
(for graduate students of all disciplines 
- please indicate your field of study) 
MAIL THIS COUPON TO: 
Citibank (NYS) 
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation 
P.O. Box 22948 
Rochester, NY 14692-2948 
OR CALL 1-800-692-8200 and ask for 
Operator 268. 
Social Security# ________________ _ 
You are currently: !Jan undergraduate student O a graduate student 
Year of graduation ______ _ 
If you are a graduate student, please Indicate the field of study you are pursuing: 
0 Business (MBA) D Medicine (allopathlc and osteopathic studies) 
0 Engineering D Nursing 
0 Other (please specify) 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http:/ /www..locl.com/HO/vll~ge/Cltlbank/CSLC.html C/T!BAN<!! I 
- - ..I - - -
NEED A LITTLE EXTRA CASH? 
The Ithacan needs a Distribution Manager. 
Stop by our office at 269 Park Hall or call 
27 4-3207. Applicants must be 21 years old 
and have a valid driver'~ licence. 
TheJTHACAN 
The Newspaper For The Ithaca Coll~ge Comnuurit, 
2t:R Park Hall a Telephone 274-3207 •Fax274-1565 
September 21, 1995 
• Fresh floil'rr 
Bouquets 
• Corsages, 
BoutoT111ieres 
• Tropical Plants 
(jotfiva ChocC1lates 
• Balloons • Caswell-Massey Soaps 
The Plantation 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon, Wed, Sat. G.ii-Jn-5:?,0 
Thur~, Fn 10- 8 
SunJar 11--t , ® 
IJ.11ly l>clivcry, c.u..epl Sund.iy 
Ill 
...I 
·~·· 
·u 
Ill 
~ 
SPORTS 
WIRE 
NOTABLES 
• Sophomore Heather 
McGimpsey was the top 
finisher for the women's cross 
country squad on Saturday, 
coming in with a time of 20:15. 
McGimpsey finished in 12th 
place, followed by Junior 
Kristina Snook in 25th place. 
These finishes helped the team 
tie for fourth place at the Pat 
Peterson Invitational. 
• Junior fullback P.J. Cooney 
carried the ball 20 times in 
Saturday's football game 
against Mansfield for a 
personal best of 82 yards. 
Cooney also added 3 touch-
downs from two, seven and five 
yards out. 
• Senior field hockey goalie 
Lynn Anne Bolton shutout 
Hartwick on Saturday, 3-0. 
She has an .26 goals-against 
average and a save percent-
age of .963 on the season. 
Sophomore Julie Parsons 
added a goal and an assist in 
the Hartwick game and leads 
the squad with five goals this 
fall. 
• First-year player Jill 
Finochio, senior Bonnie 
McDowell and sophomore 
Heidi Nichols of the women's 
volleyball team were all named 
to the Rochester Invitational all-
tournament team over the 
weekend. The squad captured 
the title over Brockport to 
extend their season record to 
16-0. 
• Senior goalkeeper Eric 
Pepper stopped seven shots 
on Saturday for the men's 
soccer team against Spring-
field, making,t,im the second 
Bomber netkeeper ever to 
reach the 300-save mark. 
• Senior Harriet Cohen moved 
into a tie for eighth place on the 
all-time women's tennis singles 
win list at Ithaca. Cohen is also 
tied for seventh on the doubles 
victory chart. 
ATHLETE OF· 
THE WEEK 
Neal Weidman 
Football 
• Junior quarterback Neal 
Weidman, in his first collegiate 
start, set a school record with 
23 completions on Saturday 
against Mansfield. Weidman 
connected on 23 of 35 passes 
for a total of 263 yards and a 
touchdown. Ithaca was 
victorious over Mansfield, 30-
1 ~. 
INDEX 
Field Hockey ............ ~ ............ 21 
Men's Soccer ........................ 21 
Women's Soccer ................... 21 
Men's Cross-Country ............ 22 
W9men's Cross-Country ....... 22 
·. Compiled by 
Margie Ob~·_ 
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Record winning streak continues 
By Kirk Goodman 
Ithacan Staff 
The squad might look young and 
inexperienced on the outside, but 
that does not mean that they cannot 
play with the same fire as last year. 
The women's volleyball team 
proved this fact as they extended 
their regular season winning streak 
to33 games with a win over Geneseo 
last night. 
VOLLEYBALL 
The Bombers (16-0)had no prob-
lem disposing of their opponents, 
beating the Knights in three sets, 15-
3, 15-10, 15-7. 
Despite a few short runs by the 
Knights, Ithaca dominated play and 
utilized every player on the roster. 
First-year setter Jill Finochio led 
the Bombers with 23 assists, while 
senior outside hitter Bonn.ie 
McDowell led the hitting attack with 
13 kills. 
Sophomore outside hitter Heidi 
. Nichols added IO kills and four 
blocks while junior outside hitter 
Teresa Lemery chipped in with a 
pair of aces. 
Speaking of the winning streak, 
McDowell reflected the most preva-
lent thought of the team. "ljust hope 
it doesn't end," she said. 
Even though the team is unde-
feated, the players are not resting 
on their laurels. 
"We're not satisfied yet," Head 
Coach Janet Grzymkowski said. 
"We keep pushing ourselves in prac-
tice and raising our play one notch 
every time." 
So far, this team has been virtu-
ally unbeatable, dropping just one 
set out of all 16 of their matches. 
At the Rochester Invitational last 
weekend, the Bombers breezed 
through their competition. After 
trampling Keuka 15-0, 15-0 in the 
first match, the team beat Clarkson, 
15-2, 15-4, and Brockport, 15-4, 
15-12. 
Ithaca knocked off St. John 
Fisher in the semifinals 15-8, I 5-1, 
before facing Brockport again in 
the finals. 
Brockport came out fighting and 
handed the Bombers their first set 
loss of the year, before Ithaca ral-
lied to take the 7-15, 15-10, 15-6 
win. Iu and Nichols stepped up for 
the Bombers in the final match, 
each recording 11 kills in the win-
ning effort. The tournament cham-
pionship was Ithaca's third on the 
season. 
McDowell led the Ithaca attack 
for the tournament with 35 total 
kills, while Finochio continued her 
setting excellence with 79 assists. 
Junior outside hitter Catherine Iu 
hit down 24 kills for the weekend 
while Nichols contributed with 23 
kifls of her own. 
McDowell, Nichols and 
Finochio were all named to the all-
tournament team while McDowell 
STREAKING BOMBERS 
Top five regular season winning streaks for the Ithaca College 
Wins women's volleyball team since 1976. 
33 
33 
30 
27 
24 
21 
18 
15 
12 
9 
6 
3 
1915-n 1982 1993 1994 1994-95 
Graphic Illustration by Jonathan Whitboume 
was also named tourney Most Val u-
able Player. 
Gryzymkowski said the tourna-
ment provided her team a tough 
opponent. 
"Brockport is a very good team, 
and they generally make it to the 
finals of the tournaments we play," 
Grzymkowski said. "We pretty 
much beat ourselves that first set, 
but Brockport is good competition 
and we enjoy playing them." 
Players 
react to 
coaching 
changes 
By Jeremy Boyer 
Ithacan Assistant Sports 
Editor 
The Ithacan/Scott McDermott 
Junior running back P.J. Cooney stretches for extra yardage In Saturday's contest with Mansfield. 
With the resignation of 
Head Coach John Murray two 
weeks ago and the hiring of 
Dave Ruckman from St. 
Lawrence to replace him last 
week, the Ithaca College wres-
tling program has undergone 
a considerable change. 
WRESTLING 
Offense erupts in opener 
Division II Mansfield victim of Weidman's record day 
By Dave Udoff 
lthacan Staff 
.. · After several weeks of training 
camp and endless speculation about 
the upcoming season, the Bomber 
football team went on the offensive 
Saturday. 
FOOTBALL 
If there were any doubts about 
the team's ability·to move across 
the field, the ,Bombers (1-0) an-
swered them in defeating Mansfield, 
30-12. 
The Bombers wore down the 
Mountaineers in nearly every as-
· pect of the game, ·with the most 
"They're a new group and the way they played 
today was just excellent. All I had to do was find 
the hole and they were always there. " 
-P.J. Cooney '96, running back 
pleasant surprises coming on of-
fense where 11 new starters took 
the field. 
Junior quarterback Neal 
Weidman made his first collegiate. 
start and was the star of the show. He threw for 263 yards and a touch-
down.· - . 
Weidman took to the air early 
and often. On the team's first offen-
sive ser.ies,· he led the Bombers on a 
IO-play; 65-yard touchdown drive · 
that took 3: 12. 
He completed four of six passes 
on that drive and wound up com-
pleting a school record 23 of 35 
passes as the Bombers' short pass-
ing game prevailed throughout. 
"I knew we were going to throw 
a little more and it felt good," 
Weidman said. "I didn't think I 
would be breaking any records to-
day because this was really my first 
See FOOTBALL, next page 
These development<; have 
left team members with rulxed 
feelings. They are eag~ to 
work with Rucker in hi~,riew 
position, but some play'1(S ex-
pressed disappointmentj_n !}1e · 
amountofinput they had;,dllr-.. 
ing the hiring process.·:<.·: -.· 
Senior Brian Walclt'saia 
the players met with Atb)~t1c·. 
Director Robert Deming· af.:. 
ter Murray resigned. They in· 
dicated their support.f~. ~.,, 
promotion of.Marty ~~~o~. 
a volunteer assistant coach 
on the team, to the heac!"9ac:h-:, 
ing position.- 11 : ··.l. · 
"Mr. Deming w~Je!:! .•. ~o 
hear our opinion, but.wt ~elt . 
he already had his mind-made 
up," Walch said. "I~~!!;W 
See WRESTLING, ne~ . .P.~_98 
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FOOTBALL 
Continued from previous page 
start ever." 
The weapons in Ithaca's arsenal 
helped Weidman out as well. 
Running back P.J. Cooney '97 
ran for 82 yards on 20 carries and 
scored three touchdowns. 
Fullback Anthony Viviano '96 
contributed 46 yards on nine car-
ries. 
Both players consistently hit the 
holes and got crucial first-down 
yardage. 
The players credited the new 
offensive line for keeping the 
Mansfield defense in check. 
"They're a new group and the 
way they played today was just 
excellent," Cooney said. "All I had 
to do was find the hole and they 
were always there." 
Junior split end Jeff Higgins also 
I:iuded the blocking unit. "Our of-
fensive line, they're mammoths," 
he said. "They just push people off 
the ball and [Weidman] gets the 
protection he needs. It makes my 
job and his job a lot easier." 
The Bomber defense gave the 
offense plenty of scoring opportu-
nities by stopping the Mountaineer 
attack. 
In the second quarter, Mansfield 
quarterback Bryan Woodworth 
fumbled the snap on second down 
and the Bombers recovered. 
On the ensuing play, Weidman 
hooked up with Higgins for a 37-
yard touchdown pass, the first of 
Weidman's college career. 
"We thought we could use our 
short passing game to set up the run 
and use our run to try and hit a home 
run every now and then," Weidman 
said. 
The Bombers scored 17 points 
WEEK 2: ITHACA BOMBERS 
VS. ALFRED' SAXONS 
Date: Saturday, Sept. 23, 1995 
Time: 1 :30 p.m. 
Place: Merrill Field, Alfred, NY 
• Serles Record 
Ithaca leads 24-11-2 
• The last time they played 
Last season, the Bombers 
avenged a 1993 loss by 
shutting out the Saxons 13·0 at 
Butterfield Stadium. The 
defense forced four turnovers 
and did not allow Alfred past 
the Ithaca 29-yard line. Line-
backer Jason Nichols '95 
compiled a career-high 14 
tackles, while linebacker Jon 
Genese '96 and safety Devin 
Lutes '96 had 12 tackles 
respectively. 
ABOUT ALFRED 
Afflllatlon: NCAA Division Ill 
Current Record: 0-2 
Points/Game: 17.6 
Points Allowed/Game: 22:5 
Last Week: Lost to Hartwick 
28-21 
Starters Lost: 12 (6 offense/6 
defense) , 
Letter Winners Returning: 28 
Basic Offense:_ I-back option 
Basic Defense: 5-2 
• Head coach 
Jim Moretti (Alfred '72) has 
guided the Saxons to a 60-40-3 
record in his 10 years al Alfred, 
including a 6-3-1 campaign in 
1994. 
• Key returning players 
Junior running back Derek 
Comestro rushed for 664 yards 
and 1 O touchdowns in 1994. 
Linebacker Will Green had 90 
tackles, and nose guard Tony 
Privitera was an ECAC all-star 
with 6.5 sacks. 
"We did some nice things offensively. We moved 
the football and got it in the end zone and we had 
some offensive production. But we did break down 
in some spots, so we've got some areas that we 
. ,, 
can improve on. 
-Michael Welch, football head coach 
in the second quarter, including a 
48-yard field goal by sophomore 
Scott Ernst, to take a 24-6 half time 
lead. 
Head Coach Michael Welch, 
though pleased with the win, said 
the Bombers let up in some areas 
that he hopes will get better by this 
Saturday's contest at Alfred. 
"We did some nice things offen-
sively. We moved the football and 
got it in the end zone and we had 
some offensive production," Welch 
said. "But we did break down in 
some spots, so we've got some ar-
eas that we can improve on." 
Presents ... 
Friday and Saturday 
at 7:00, 9:30 & Midnight 
Sunday at 8:00 & 11:00 
All shows are in Textor 102 
WRESTLING 
Continued from previous page 
have liked Marty Nichols to be con-
sidered a little more highly for the 
job." : 
· Senior Mike Steinbar also said 
Deming did not consider the play-
ers' opinions enough. 
"I don't think we had too much 
say," Steinbar said. "[Deming] 
wanted to hear from us, but it didn't 
seem to have too much of an effect 
on his decision." 
Deming agreed that the players 
input did not influence the hiring 
process. 
"There are Jots of sides to the 
issue, but my concern was getting a 
quality, experienced coach in the 
position," Deming said. "That was 
the only thing that entered my 
mind." 
Deming said he typically listens 
to players' concerns, but their opin-
ions should not be the only consid-
eration when coaching staff changes 
are made. 
"I want to know how [the play-
ers] feel," Deming said. "But young 
athletes should not be making the 
call about program decisions. 
" I always have their best inter-
ests at heart," he said, "but they're 
not going to be making thedecions." 
Walch said he understands that 
Deming ultimately had to make his 
own decision, but player input could 
have helped. 
"The athletic director has a lot of 
wisdom, but it's difficult because 
he's not in the practice room every-
day," Walch said. "I think the play-
ers should have a little more serious 
input." 
Walch said he voiced support 
for Nichols for several reasons. 
"[Nichols] basically ran the team 
This -weekend! 
September 21 ,- 1995 
"There are lots of sides 
to the issue, but my 
concern was getting a 
quality, experienced 
coach in the position. 
That was the only thing 
that entered my mind. " 
-Robert Deming, 
athletic director 
last year as far as practice was con-
cerned," Walch said. "He's an ex-
cellent technician and has great rap-
port with the kids." 
Steinbar agreed with Walch. 
"Marty's the best technician I ever 
had as a coach," he said. "We all 
know his presense would have been 
to the team's benefit." 
Nichols said he cannot second-
guess Deming's decision. 
"It's hard to say ifl was deserv-
ing," Nichols said. "It's up to Mr. 
. Deming and he's done a good job. 
If you look at the program he's 
built, he knows what he's doing." 
Nichols said he will probably 
stay with the wrestling program this 
year, but he has had offers from 
some high schools. He said that 
being passed over for the head 
coaching position will have no im-
pact on any future decision to leave 
the program. 
Although players voiced sup-
port for Nichols, Walch said they 
must move on. 
"I've met Coach Ruckman and 
he seems to be very motivated and 
an outstanding individual," Walch 
said. "The decision has been made. 
Right now, I think we need to back 
Coach Ruckman as much as pos-
sible." 
September 21, 1995 
Potential left unfulfilled 
By Glenn Roth 
Ithacan Staff 
Not playing up to your capabilities can be 
frustrating. 
"We're a much better team than how 
we're playing. We're playing down to our 
opponents," said women's soccer captain 
Jamie Kogod. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Yesterday, the Bombers (2-1-2) played down 
to the level of Alfred University as they tied I-
I in an overtime contest. Ithaca had won the 
last 11 meetings against the Saxons and had 
outc;cored them 19-1 over the last six match ups. 
But yesterday, the Bombers offensive woes 
continued. 
"We had some offensive lapses and we 
still need to work on our finishing," Kogod 
said. 
Junior Lisa Masserio said the team has to 
make it happen. 
"We need to be hungrier for goals," 
Masserio said. "It's all in the attitude." 
After a scoreless first half, sophomore 
Buffi Long netted her first goal of the season 
to give Ithaca a 1-0 advantage. Then with 
under 16 minutes left in regulation, the Sax-
ons were awarded a penalty kick. Alfred 
sophomore Nicole Lebo made the most of it 
as she shot past a diving Stephanie Dawson, 
the Bombers junior goalkeeper. 
On the afternoon, Dawson faced 12 shots, 
making eight saves. Alfred net-minder Jill 
Viggiani faced 25 shots, stopping 15. 
With under 11 minutes left in regulation, 
Ithaca had its tum at cashing in on a penalty 
kick, but junior Melanie Jones shot it wide 
left. 
"We should have made that penalty kick 
and won the game 2-1," Head Coach Mindy 
Quigg said. 
Quigg said first-year player Nicole 
Tropea~ Sophomore Amanda Mabee, Long 
and Masserio all played well. 
Lac;t Saturday, Ithaca lost 2-1 to RIT. It 
was the first time in school history that the 
women's program has Jost 10 the Tigers. 
RIT scored two goals in the first four 
minutes of the second half to break the 
scoreless tie. 
"We played well in the last five minutes 
of the first half, but then we came out flat and 
they came out strong," Jones said of the RIT 
game. 
Quigg was not pleased by the team's 
performance in Saturday's loss. 
"[The RIT] game was a wake-up call; we 
had too many lapses and people are getting 
complacent," Quigg said. "Every game will 
be tough because we're not finishing well.'" 
Squad's play improves 
By Joshua Milne 
Ithacan Staff 
The field hockey team notched their fourth 
win of the season Wednesday night, beating 
Scranton 4-1. 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Leading the offensive charge for the Bomb-
ers (4-1) was sophomore Julie Parsons, who 
scored three goals to record her second hat 
ll'iek -of the"!leason. Senior Megan Moran 
added the team's fourth goal in the second 
half to solidify the win. 
On the defensive end, senior goalie Lynn 
Ann Bolton and junior defender Tracy 
Welliver helped keep the Royals offense in 
check. Bolton recorded IO saves in the con-
test. 
On Saturday, the squad matched up against 
Hartwick. 
Last year, the Bomber field hockey team 
lost to Hartwick in the quarterfinals of the 
New York State Women's Collegiate Ath-
letic Association. This season, however, the 
end results were different as the Bombers 
blanked Hartwick last Saturday 3-0. 
''This was a good win for us,'1Head Coach 
Doris Kostrinsky said. "I knew they would be 
a very competitive team. I wanted to avenge 
last year's second meeting with them when 
we lost." 
The players were prepared for the rematch. 
"We knew what we had to do,'' senior 
midfielder Allison Jadrych said. "We were 
really disappointed last year because they 
knocked us out of the state championship." 
The squad's scoring was dispersed as jun-
ior forward Sara Bresnick, junior halfback/ 
midfielder Jamie Lees and sophomore for-
ward Julie Parsons each scored a goal. 
One player who has experienced a re-
duced offensive role this season is junior 
forward Marie Kelly, who led the team in 
scoring with 25 points last year. 
·Kelly has scored one goal in four games 
this year, while at the same point last season, 
she had already scored five goals in four 
games. 
Kostrinsky said Kelly has been moved to 
the halfback/midfield po~ition due to the fact 
that other players have been injured this year. 
"She is such a versatile player that I feel 
that she can adapt to playing the right link," 
Kostrinsky said. "It shows how much she is 
a team player." 
Even though Kelly has been moved to a 
new position, she has quickly learned her 
new responsibilities. 
"Right now my main job is to help feed it 
in [to the forwards], keep the ball in the circle 
and put the big shots, like the hard drives, on 
goal,'' Kelly said. 
Kostrinsky was pleased with the team's 
performance, but she said that there is still 
work to be done. 
"I thought we played much better today," 
she said. "We still have a ways to go. The 
game wa~ competitive even though I think 
we had more offensive chances." 
The Bombers match up this Saturday 
against Salisbury State. The contest is sched-
uled to start at I p.m. on the Yavitts Exten-
sion Field. 
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The Ithacan/ Chuck Holiday 
Sophomore midfielder Heather Edwards dribbles past a flat-footed defenderon her 
way to the goal in Saturday's game against RIT. 
Offense comes to life 
By Jonathan Fink 
Ithacan Staff 
After going two games and 80 minutes 
without scoring a goal, the men's soccer 
team's offense awoke in time to defeat 
Springfield College. 
MEN'S SOCCER 
The Bombers (2-1-1) scored three late 
goals within a six-minute ~pan to win 3-0 
and at the same time, they may have solved 
their offensive woes. 
Senior midfielder Ross Reynold~ said 
the team's first goal since the opening 
game helped to relax the team. 
"We had trouble scoring this year," 
Reynolds said. "Once we scored, it felt like 
the weight of the world was off of our 
shoulders." 
Sophomore Frank Saraceno agreed with 
Reynolds. "After we got our first goal, the 
intensity picked up a lot," he said. "We did 
not take the pressure off and things hap-
pened for us." 
Reynolds set up the fin,t goal with a pass 
to senior forward Todd Stephan. Stephan 
subsequently found the back of the net 80 
minutes and 39 seconds into the contest for 
his third goal on the sea!-on. 
Less than four minutes later, Stephen 
set up Saraceno for the second goal. A 
minute and 35 seconds after that, senior 
Matt Tartaglia put the finishing touche~ on 
the win with an unassisted goal. 
Lost in the offensive awakening wa, the 
strong performance of the Bomber de-
fense. Ithaca has already shut out an oppo-
nent three times and has given up just one 
goal for the entire season. 
According to Reynolds, the Bomber 
defense has been the most consistent part 
of the team. 
"The defense has been incredible," he 
said. "Eric Pepper in goal and our back~ 
have been great. I think our defense i~ the 
strongest part of our team." 
The Bombers are preparing for two 
consecutive road games against Clarkson 
and St. Lawrence this weekend. the only 
back-to-back games for the ~quad tlm sea-
son. 
Reynolds said that back-to-back game~ 
will test the team mentally. 
"We're putting in hard prnctices this 
week," he said. "Since we have two games 
back-to-back, it's a lot more mental You 
have to be mentally prepared." 
He added that the ~econd game of two 
consecutive matches 1s especially diffi-
cult. 
It's a lot more straining," Reynolds 
said. "You need more effort and concentra-
tion because you·re more fatigued from 
the game before." Senior defender Jeff 
Sallade agreed with Reynolds assertion. 
"Playing two games back-to-back is 
tough. When you were little kids, we played 
five games in a few days [and we were 
fine]," he said. "But now, it's so tough. 
You could be in the best shape in the world, 
but it really beats you up." 
Rent - fi - Flick of Ithaca SAVE A TREE 
222 Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
2 Doors Down from Discount Beverage Store 
Thurs & Fri 
get non-new releases 
for only 
$1.00 
Your Complete Video Store Mon, Tues,& Wed 
277-2900 Rent 1 movie 
Get a 
Life-time Membership only $1.00 
non-new release 
Freel 
HOURS: Monday-Thursday: ___ 1_~ a.~-9 p.m.;·Friday: 11 a.m.-10 p.m. 
Saturday: 10 a.m. -10 p.m., Sunday: 11 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Recycle this copy of The Ithacan 
when you are done reading it. 
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Athletes know importance Of melltal preparatioll 
By Laura Bellman 
Ithacan Staff 
As players close their eyes to fall 
asleep, they envision themselves 
blocking a goal. While dressing for 
a game, athletes always pull on 
their right socks before the left. 
When entering the field, team mem-
bers make sure to touch the grass in 
the same spot. 
Whether it's wearing a lucky 
shirt, doing mental imagery or re-
citing an inspirational quote, Ithaca 
athletes agree that there is more to 
competition than just the physical 
preparation. 
Players accede that psychology 
plays an important role in their per-
formances. 
Junior Meg Steere, a varsity soft-
ball player, has followed the same 
routine before a game for the past 
three years. 
Steere' s procedure includes put-
ting the same sock on the same foot, 
putting her uniform on in a specific 
order, reading a quote, playing the 
same song in the car, singing when 
touching the grass and using the 
same hook in the dugout. 
"By doing the same thing, I'm 
getting focused," Steere said. "At 
the collegiate level, it's about 70 
percent mental. Softball is such a 
concentration game." 
First-year cross-country runner 
Greg Loomis said he feels his men-
tal state is essential to his race per-
formance. 
"I think psychology is a big part 
ofjt. I think about the race the night 
before. I picture myself doing what 
I want to do, like ifl want to make 
a move in the third mile," Loomis 
said. Also, "If I'm not nervous at 
all, I won't run well. Mentally, you 
have to be kind of worried." 
Craig Fisher, a professor in the 
School of Health Sciences and Hu-
man Performance who holds a mas-
ters degree in sports psychology, 
understands the role psychology 
plays in sport performance. 
"The quality of your thinking 
cannot overcome your physical con-
dition. There has to be skill and 
successful experience," Fisher said. 
"When I look at the equation of 
sports performance there are some 
key physiological factors and some 
key psychological ones," he added. 
Fisher presents the scenario of 
eight IO0-yard dash sprinters. 
"Three or four can be alleviated. 
The person who wins is the 9]1e 
who has the great psychological 
strength at the moment." he said. 
Senior Jeff Sallade, a midfielder/ 
defenseman for the men's soccer 
team, said dealing with nervous-
ness is important to the quality of 
his performance. 
"Before a game, I usually get 
really nervous. Before the first 
game I was throwing up," he said. 
"I try to keep to myself, get the ball 
and think about what I need to do." 
Some players feel visualization 
is a useful psychological tool. 
Senior field hockey goalie Lynn 
Anne Bolton said imagery influ-
ences her game. She listens to re-
laxation tapes the night before a 
contest. 
"You picture yourself stopping 
the ball and clearing it. For me, 
imagery helps me focus," she said. 
Senior Crew Coxswain Renee 
Reynolds uses pre-race scenarios 
and encouraging quotes to prepare 
her team for competition. 
"I'll tell a story like, we're be-
hind, to get them psyched up to push 
and catch up." 
She also wears a lucky hat and 
necklace because the stroke person, 
who takes the first seat, must con-
centrate on her during the race. 
Fisher said imagery is something 
everyone does. 
"Intentional imagery can bias us 
in a positive direction," he said. 
"You can only perform better, faster, 
than what you have up here." 
Early season Invitational draws mixed results 
By Jason Miller 
Ithacan Contributor 
The women's and men's cross-
country teams competed last week-
end at the Pat Peterson Invitational 
in Oswego on Saturday. The meet 
was the season opener for the 
women's team and the second out-
ing for the men's squad. 
crossed the line first for the Bomb-
ers at 20: 15, good enough for a 12th 
place finish. Three of the top seven 
finishers for the blue and gold were 
members of the Bombers' power-
ful sophomore class. Junior Kristina 
Snook and first-year runner Meghan 
Brady finished 25th and 27th, both 
with times under 21 minutes. 
"Every year, we start off slow and keep building 
up and pass the other teams. We' re hoping to make 
nationals. " 
The men's team competed 
against a field of thirteen other 
schools and finished in a second 
place tie with Binghamton. Claim-
ing the pole position was St. 
Lawrence University with a 67-
point performance, nine points bet-
ter than the Bomber mark. Each of 
the squad's runners finished in the 
top 89 of the 139 runners. 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Head Coach Kelli Bert's club 
finished in a tie for fourth place 
with Brockport. The team captured 
138 points, 102 behind victorious 
Geneseo' s 36 points. 
Sophomore Heather McGimpsey 
Brady, who never ran cross-
country in high school, has made a 
smooth transition from the field 
hockey turf to the roads. 
"I love to run," she said. "I just 
started to think about it at [summer] 
orientation." 
The rookie has impressed her 
upperclass teammates already and 
looks to continue her success at 
Saturday's Williams Invitational at 
Williams College in Williamstown, 
·MA. 
Brady also praised the first-year 
coach for her help thus far. 
"She [Bert] is great; she tells us 
what we need to do, but she's really 
positive," McGimpseysaid. "Coach 
Bert is very energetic." 
At the 14-team Peterson meet, 
Bert dressed 28 women. Come Sat-
urday, though, only the Bombers 
top eight finishers from the recent 
'(~ 
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PIZZA & SUBS 
ON CAMPUS 
DELIVERY 
274-EASY 
PIZZA 
Toppin_~, 
• Pepperoni 
• Edra Sauce 
• Artichokes 
• Peppers 
• Ohves 
COLO SUB~ 
Turke)' 
Ham 
Tuna 
BLT 
Roasl Beel 
llalian 
Cheese 
Garden 
• Onrons 
• Exira Cheese 
• Bacon 
• Mu,hrooms 
• Sausage 
4.00 
~-00 
~-00 
~.00 
U5 
ns 
J.75 
l 7:; 
COLD SUB TOPPINGS 
All cold subs include any of the f,,llcl\\ing 
at no extra charge 
• Lettuce • Tomalo 
• Pickle • Onion 
• Sweet Pepper1 
• Alfalfa Sprouls 
• Horseradish 
• Olives 
• Mayonnaise 
• Mustard 
• Light Mayonnaisr 
• Dijon Muslard 
• Ru,sian • llalian 
CHEESE (.25 exlral 
• American • Sw1s1 
• Provolone • Muenster 
HOT SUBS 
Meatball 4 00 
Sausage w/ Pepper, & Onions ~.00 
Chicken F,1jita 4.15 
BEVERAGES l .00 
• Pepsi • ~up 
• Diel Pepsi • \"I Pure Waler 
• Mounlain Dt•11 
,,,,,, 
/ 
-Heather McGimpsey '98 
competition will run. 
Sophomores Laura Werner, Mae 
Beale, Leah Crivello and seniorco-
captain Michelle Doti are other 
members of the South Hill squad 
sure to make the upcoming trip. 
Due to injury, senior co-captain 
Nava Tabak will be joining the team 
as a spectator. 
"Every year, we start off slow 
and keep building up and pass the 
other teams." McGimpsey said. 
"We're hoping to make nationals." 
Sophomore Andy Weishaar 
claimed the team's highest finish 
by recording a time of27:05, good 
for sixth-place in the race. 
Juniors Greg Loomis and Brian 
Boyle took 14th and 17th place, 
respectively, followed by sopho-
more Erron Hubbell, who claimed 
19th place. 
To Jeam IIION about bow goa can 1>e an RA. 
stop l,g and pi.clc Gp G application in tbe 
OffiU of~ Life. East Towa Lobbg. 
- . 
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WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Ithaca (2·1) !::·Ji:. 
Friday 9/1S '_;: 
Rochester def. Ithaca 5-4 
. , . 
llllaoa VlotorMa 
MEN'S CROSS 
COUNTRY 
Ithaca (-1•1) 
Saturday 9/16 
Pat Peterson Invitational @ Oswego 
VOLLEYBALL 
Ithaca (16--0) 
At Rochester lovitauonal 
Friday9/15 
Ithaca def. Keuka 15-0, 15-1 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Ithaca (2-1-1) 
Saturday 9/16 
Ithaca def. Springfield 
lndlvidual Stallallca 
3-0 
Sr. Harriet Cohen 2nd singles 6-4, 6-2 2nd Place (ot.rt of 14), 76 points Saturday 9/16 
Ithaca def. Clarkson 15-2, 15-4 
Sr. Todd Stephan 1 goal (3rd), 1 assist 
Sr. Fanyl Cohen. 4th singles 6-3, 6-3 Top Five Ithaca Runnera Ithaca def. Brockport 15-4, 15-12 
So. Frank Saraceno 1 goal (2nd) 
Sr. Tracy Saldlnger Name Place Time Ithaca def. St. John Fisher 
Sr. Matt Tartaglia 1 goal (1st) 
Sr. Harriet Cohen 1st doubles 8-3 So. Andy Weishaar 6th 27:05 (semifinals) 15-8, 15-1 
Ithaca def. Brockport 
Fr. Reade Driscoll 1 assist (1st) 
So. Carin Snyder Jr. Greg Loomis 14th 27:44 Sr. Ross Reynolds 1 assist (1st) Sr. Farry! Cohen 2nd doubles 8-6 Jr. Brian Boyle 17th 27:47 (finals) 7-15, 15-1 O, 15-6 Sr. Eric Pepper 7 saves (303 career) So. Erron Hubbell 19th 27:54 FIELD HOCKEY Jr. Mike Pawlowski 20th 27:57 Wednesday 9/20 COMING THIS WEEK 
Ithaca (4-1) 
Saturday 9/16 
Ithaca def. Hartwick 3-0 
Wednesday 9/20 
Ithaca def. Scranton 4-1 
WOMEN'S 
CROSS COUNTRY 
Saturday 9/16 
Pat Peterson lnvilatlonal @ Oswego 
Tied for 4th Place (out of 14), 138 points 
Top Five Runners 
Name 
So. Heather McGlmpsey 
Jr. Kristina Snook 
Fr. Mt!llghan Brady 
So. laura.W~E!r-,1nu. , 
Sr. Michelle Doti 
So. Mat;t Beale· 
Place 
12th 
25th 
27th 
35th 
40th 
41st 
Time 
20:15 
20:50 
20:54 
· 21:16 
21:24 
21:24 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Ithaca (2·1-2) 
Saturday 9/16 
R.I.T. def. Ithaca 2-1 
lndlvlual Statlatlca 
Jr. Amanda Mabee 1 goal (1st) 
Sr. Jamie Kogod 1 assist (3rd) 
Ithaca def. Geneseo 15-3, 15-10, 15-7 
33 consecutive victories 
VARSITY FOOTBALL 
Top Five Upatate New York Dlvlaion Ill Football Poll 
Rank Votes 
1. Ithaca College (11) 62 
2. Cortland (2) so 
3. Buffalo State 31 
4. Hartwick College 16 
5. ·St. John Fisher College 1 
(first-place votes in parentheses) 
Saturday 9/16 
Ithaca def. Mansfield 
Score By Quarters 1 2 3 4 
Ithaca College 7 17 6 o 
Mansfield University O 6 6 O 
Ruahlng 
Name Att. 
P.J. Cooney 20 
Anthony Viviano 9 
Josh Schottland 2 
Dan Hayes 1 
Scott Ernst 1 
Receiving 
Name Rec. Yds 
Jeff Higgins 9 89 30-12 
Cory West 5 56 
Final Dan Hayes 3 41 
30 Jim Betz 2 34 
12 Jeff Dallesandro 2 19 
Keith Bonser 1 13 
Fred DeNlsco 1 11 
totals 23 263 
Gain Lost 
7 
Net 
82 
46 
14 
7 
TD 
3 89 
46 
14 
7 
-16 
TD Long 
1 37 
31 
18 
21 
12 
13 
11 
1 37 
Long 
14 
13 
7 
7 
Thursday 9/28 
Women's Soccer vs. Keuka 4:00 
Friday 9/29 
Junior Varsity Football @ Cortland 3:30 
Volleyball @ Juniata Invitational 5:00 
Saturday 9/30 
Volleyball @ Juniata Invitational 10:00 
Women's Cross-Country @ 
Cortland Invitational 11 :00 
Men's Cross-Country @ 
Cortland Invitational 12:00 
Field Hockey @ Messiah 1:00 
Women's Tennis @ William Smith 1:00 
Varsity Football @ Springfield 1:30 
Men's Soccer vs. Kean 2:00 
Women's Soccer @ Hartwick 3:30 
Sunday 10/1 
Field Hockey @ East Stroudsburg 1:00 
Women's Tennis @ Hartwick 1:00 
Tuesday 10/3 
Women's Tennis @ Oneonta 3:30 
Women's Soccer @ Cortland 7:00 
Volleyball vs. Cortland 7:00 
Wednesday 10/4 
Field Hockey vs. William Smith 4:00 
Wednesday 9/20 Neal Weidman 10 17 
Ithaca tied Alfred ,_, con Totals 43 173 
16 
40 
63 
-23 
110 3 
8 
14 
Compiled by 
Jason Miller 
HOT 
Bum, baby, bum- disco inferno. 
MAC. 
Not the burger, pal - the killer computer. 
Cheap. Not as cheap as a taco, but r.3y. 
Power Macintosh• 7200rT5 w/CD 
&11B RMU500MB bard drive, 
l'UliJer PC (,(}f processor, CD-ROM dril:e, 
15' ro/cr rnonilor, keyboard and mouse 
PowerBoo~ 520 
4MB RAM/240,11B bard dru'I!. 
Macintosh Performa• 636 w/CD 
8.11B RAJll500AIB bard drive, CD-RO/rt drive, 
W color monitor; keyboard, mouse and all /be 
roflware )')Ure ltke/y to need. 
~ lffl'i f..r".?t,-,,. ,I :, f~ • t•f,. ., ... -l ... ~ ... ~· ... •;,,. 
p-t;.t ----------- . 
Color StyleWriter- 2400 
w/Car'dShop Plus· 
Ink c:artridge and cable indud«I. 
P.IGHT NOW AT YOUR CAMPUS RESELLER. Unfortunately, they won't stay this low forever. So ~u need to forget about how hanl your life is for a 
. -·Belnga~ish~n[Sowe've ml¥le buying a~. So easy, m· fact, that the minute and start thinking about how easy it will be with a Macintosh. The com-Appl .Jit 
. ~ ori Maclnlo5t pmooal-mmputers 8rell<W{eve!l lower lharrthelr'~ low student~- · .. puter that gives }OU the power any student can lR The ~ to be your best~ !le -
.-, 
.. 
•• 4 ."I 
:, . 
. .- · ·FQfW<?r~Jnfo_pnatio~ stop-by 
~- ·. _ .. ·A¢~4.~:it~l~~P~i~g ··-~e~vices 
.. : > .-/-:in ··Mtu~~let~ijt;tjtlt 214~-3030 
-·:-·J#st:,seri hQf!)(mticli-J,6u can save! 
J• ,-.., .. , ·-· • - ... ) ,,, •• 
PrNlldp,m,/tflila:l~~ .. -.,_,llfl'Jt<l'tr--17dN8-~ms----:.,tl '*1*nlli/,l,.-lt,1#1,lqio. ~ IIIJdnJosb Prrj'rJntta. lmriloot. ~Sd«I. 0Jor.9yltllttffand '~fJOffrlobeJYJUTbts/" 
•ff/ltlllftl,,.,,,,,.,,,tflllliO.,,-. 1*.llilffr lltltilli1tttllllJw_.......,tf l/f!ll~htc. a.-.1taJr11 r,illltrld......,.t(AIJIUl,atp« All)RIU'protb,dslll'l!~/Obt«aslbl.lO lndrilua/s ailb dzsabl/iJy. 1!l 1-n """"(US. only), <idl~,roo~ . . - . 
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Per ect 
Takeo 
Ithaca's first game proved 
a successful venture as the·· 
Bombers toppled the 
Mansfield Mountaineers 
30-12. The Bombers' next 
game is Saturday when 
they take on the Alfred 
Saxons. 
Junior split-end Jeff Higgins looks for an opening after a 
reception. 
Right: Cooney 
discards the 
football after 
crossing the 
opponents' 
endline while the 
referee signals 
touchdown. 
Junior running back P. J. Cooney explodes through the hole as a Mansfield tackler attempts to thwart his progress. 
The offense consisted of eleven new starters that scored thirty points In the season opener. 
Photos by 
Scott 
McDermott 
Left:Junior 
quarterback Nell 
Wiedman drops back 
Into the pocket to find 
an open receiver as a 
running back 
provides pass 
protection. 
